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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION:

Device 19F1,. Advanced Fire Fighting Trainer (AFFT), Surface, was devel-

. oped by the Naval Tpining Equipment center)-(NAURAENIFCEN). and installed
at the Ure Fighting School, Fleet Jraining,Center (FTC), Norfolk, Vir4inia.
Subseqtielit to Government acceptance teTting, completed on 18 May 1982, a .

Training Capabiiities Test (TCT) was conducted by the FleellIroject Team
during the week of 14 June 1982. The Training,Analysis and Evaluation Group
(TAEG).performed a TrainingdEffectiveness Evaluation (TEE) OUring the period
13-27 Septemher 1982 in\&-esponse to CAET tasking.4 The present report j.san
acCountof-theTAEGevaluatim, .

4

40:

The requirement for all officers,and.enlisted personnel to participate
in live fire fightihg training has been man4ted by the Chief of Naval Opera-
tions (CNO) in OPNAVINST"3541 (terips)., Existing fire fighting tratning
facilities-prcoiide Students with%the capabilify of fighting actual fires;
however, the fires violate'air quality and/or efflugt standards establisheq
by Federal and state environmental protection agenciest

On 20 'July 1976 the Navyissued Operational Requirement, Advaed Fire
Fighting Simulator (OR PN-51) which established the requirement for a non-
pollutant trainer. 4

I

erior-tb Nraval Decition ,Coordihafing PaPer*(NDCP) approval, a Detailed
Military Characteristics (MC) for an Advanced ,re Fighting SimuJator Mr-
face), Devicg 19F1, MC number 2248, w;'s issued (December 1978). .The.detailed
specifications cobtained.irrthe contract for Device 19F1 did notqnclude the
structure into wfiich it was to be installed. While the building was erected
oh the fire-field'specifically to house the deviee, it wadesigned and con-
structed:prior to completion of device deOgn. This :featuee influences thet
outcome of the TEE.

. .

TechniCally, Device 19F1 consists only of a ndmher of fireplaces.. How-
ever, these fireplaces cannot be effectively evaluated except in the environ-
ment they are'installed, in conjunction with supporting subsystems (which
include a replication of the shipboard environment), and with provision for

'the safety of involved personnel. The study emphasized.thevalu4ion of
the total' training system and, in addition, detailed arialyses of the Component
Tubsystems which contribute to the overall system operatia. Five components

bare subsumed under the training system. These are:
.41

publications
Device.19F1
structure
supporting subsystems
curriculum.

'1 1

1CNET message'222349Z of January 1980

9 10
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'.*

PURPOSE
i

.

i
o'

\ .
.

The purpose of this-evaluation is to determine the effectiveness of the
Device 19F1 training system evironméllt for Navy fire Sighting training:. ,

. -- * RI
CONSTRAINTS

The TEE was'conducted in a test environment wherein a number of con-
straints were4dentified. -These constraints influenced the test plan and
the tech0eal approach employed: The most.orominent are identifier'below.

Adequacy:of Test:Sample. Only two tést teams were available for
the evaluation. 'This small number resulted in an tnability to

. establAh.adequate.norms upon which to base representative or aver-
age skill measures..

. Total System Not' Available. One:half of.the training structure
wao'dot operative a's do fir-eplaces had been.installed. Only a
limited dumber of fires'could be addressed, 12 for each team.
These,12 fires were one practice (no or Very limited smoke) and
one graded exercise for each fire.

. Modifications.Nade'to the trbcture. The structure had been exten-
sively modifled between G vernment Acceptance and theTEE. Some
of the m3dification were leg,subsequent to the TCT.

Iy,fexperience of Instructors. .The instructors.had little oppor-
Aunity to operate the device in-a training sityation prior to the .

TEE. Only two .courses had been conducted prior tp the evaluaflon.
The instractorS were not able to use the system to its makimum
capability.

* .

In addltion to file constraints enumerated.above, a variety of malfunc-
tibns in both hardware and software were experienced. These malfunctions

, were due priwily to the recency of the, device coming on.line. -Node were--
serious enough to compromise the study outcomes.

The above features...arid the restrictions in the tTMe.avaiTable from
Government Acceptahcelandithe TCT to the scheduled TEE decessitated Making .

cerlain atcommodations inithe design and the conduct of the study.

The problems, however, were anticipated an0 miniMized by having TAEG
personne) on-site duririg the entire evaluation to monitor and assist in the
data ullection and to control the test procedures employed. Allitold, this
"in situ" approach contributed to the assurance of relevant.evalirations

.*Within a tolerable rnge of experimentx1 control.

.Tlie remainder of thivreport descri6es the system evaluated, the method
emolOyed, and the PIndings'and recommendations.

No-

ft

tb,
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,SECTION. II

SYSTEMITESCRIPTION

Figure 1 depicts the relatiOnship among the components of the fire fight-
ing training sys,tem. .These components, as listed in section I, Are described
in detail below.

PUBLICATIONS '',.

At this time, maintenance is performed by theacOntractor; flowever, in
time and on subsequent devices Modeled on,the.19F1, lit is anticOated that
naval personnel will be responsible for both operation.1nd maintenance.

.Therefore, the Instructor/Operator Training Course Stuslent's Guide Voltme 1
'For Advanced Fire Fighting Trainer, Device 19F1 (Advanced Technblogy Systems,
080)1 which is the confractor supplied manual fon operators.and maintenance
personnel, was subjecied to a reading level test. 'The final vertion d' the'
manual was not used since it wat lot available.

,

.

OEVICE'19Ft
P

FiREPLACES. Seven fireplaces equipped with'propane, burnerswere available
,to simulate Class A, Bi and'C types of fires. The 'fires vere: oil spray
',arid bilge, elel5trical,, trash can; deep fat fryer' and.staqk hoaltwo fire-
Places), mattress, and storage compartment. The number of individual burners
per fireplace varied with the required extent'of the fire. There was a eon-.
extinguishableapilot flame for each burner. Each burger program was.controlled
through a modulator valve to vary flame size, growth, -and_spreadF

The Oil Spray/Bilge fireplace simulateS i fire emergency ocartinq in
the bilge of a machinery space of a vessel caused by comhUstible oil being

4 ignited. The fireplace covers a base. area-of approximately 4 X 8 feet. .The
burners are gtaggered to provide the realism of flame spread and 9rowth; .

sensors are tocated throughout the area of applibation to detect the extin-
guishing agent(s). Other sensors, to detect ."digging" with a solichstream
of water, are'locatEi to preirent being stepped on. Pilorburners are located
to preclude utinguishment bpthe PKP substitute.

The Electrip) Panel Pireplace simulates a fire within qp electrical
panel caused by short-circuit, verlqad, or other failure. One burner pro-
vides the fire. The flame comes from the rear thrbugh the panel And projects
upward. Sensors are located to detea extinguishment agents applied horizon--

- fally.

The Deep Fat Fryer/Stack Hood fireplace simulates a grease fire that
would be encountered if the fryer/stack hood in the galley was improperly or
.negligently operated. Each fireplace; the fryer and stack hood, requires a
separate burner and program. Extinguishing agents in,the stack hood are
detected from an upward direction and from semi-blocked directions in the
degp fat fryer. This precludes extinguishment unless trajnees.are in front
of the fryer.

*c.
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The Mattress fireplece simulates a burning mattress found in a typical
berthing space onboard ship. The fire starts,below the surface of 'the matiress
grill ancheventually engulfs the burn area of the'mockup. :The initialflame
produces considerable heat. Sensors detect the application of water and
calise the fire to reflash if the. 'mattress is not soaked sufficiently.

The Storage Compartment fireplace simulates a typical storage compart-
ment onboard ship. The compartment consists of a wire mesh, functional door,
and simulated Wooden and cardboard boxes'. The fire sterts at the base and,

behind the.stack of tioaces.and spreads throughout the compartment. Sensors

detect the application bf water and:cause ,the fire to- reflash if the simu-

lated boxes are not soaked for the required time period. .4;

The Trash.Cah fireplace is a substitute for the rag bale fire described
in the .MC for Device 19F1. 'During the TCT it was decided that the rag bale
fire was not'an efNctive training fire, hence, the substitution. The trash'

'can fire simulates a typical metat garbage can located in a shiP's passagd.
The fire sterts'in Ihe 'bottom of the can with flames growing to just beyond
the lip. Sensors detect the-application of water, but insufficient soaking
will cause a reflash. Should the trash can be raised (to remove from the
compartment), there is an automatic propane shut-off interlóck whiCh prevent
the release of 'propane into the Cbmpartmept.

A

CONTROLS. Activaticin and control of the fireplaces is at the instrator's
console located in a booth at the roof level of the structure. 'The,control

system interface is shown in the schematic presented in figure 2. The system
contains all of the controls necessary ta initiate a fire and establish the
growth, spread, and reflash rates, as well as the soaking and extinguishment
time periods foreach fire. By adjusting theseparameters, either manually
or automatically, the instructhr can simulate iiarious fire types, the amount
of fuel available, and the fire size. Alarms and indicators are pwvided to
monitor fire status and alert the instructor to iny hazardous conditions in
the siMulator or training area.

All fire-generation an0 control silhals from the instructor!s console
are routed through a programmable,codtroller. The,controller scans the inputs'
from the console and establishes whether tAe input status.meets the ciratit
conditions stored in memory. "Based on the input status and stored circuit
Conditions, the control)er generates.the appropriatg output signals to the,
various trainer units. The output signals 'Control The motorized valves,
solvloids, relaA and electronic units usqd to'simulate the appropriate . ,

fire conditions. As the trining exerci'seRrogresses and trainee interaction
otcurs (the application of extinguishment agents), the extinguishment sensor
system detects-the applicati9m and feeds data back o the Controller. The

controller then matches the feedback data with the entered parameter data
andyaries the flame cfput of the fireplace burnert.

StNSORS. To achieve ,the cOrrect appearance of extliguishing the fire, each
fireplace is equipued ri,With a systelto detect flame height and quantiey, and

the location and type of extinguishing agent. The system diffdrentiates
among the application of water, PKP substitutes, and Aqueous Film Forming
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Fo.am (AFFF) substitutes through liquid level"sensors, ultraviolet flame

detectors, and retro-reflective-pulsed LED, photodetectors. Tjhese sensors

rdspond to the various extinguishing agents used on the fire. Signals from

the septors are fed into the digital.controller which determines the degree

.-:. of extinguishment fon a'Particular burner and adjusts propane supply.acco

ingly.. Realitm is achieved through placement of the burners and sensOrs an

through the time delays for reaction to,extinguisnalent actjons, reflash.(t

Sjnteraction of adiacent burners to produlame Ipread oVeran at,ea),and.

torchlIng.

STRUCTURE . 1
.

%

,

The strugeureAbuildIng No.'.8 on the fire figqd) was des igned and

erected prior to-the coMpletionW the design. of the fireplaces. This pre-t.
.
mature construction,has, caused the building to be modified extensively from

the one described in the MC. Figures 3, 4, and 5 depict the.configwation
of the training,building as it existed during the TEE. .Only-the operatidnal

half of the structure is shown. Major structure modifications are.discussed
. .

in the following paragraphs. .
..

.,
.

ROOF:(figure 3).

1., The aiterbuerier has been remo-ved and the smoke generating egiripment

installed in its place.

2. A portable pump and 55 qallon storage containen.are mainpined on

the roof. The purpose of-this installation is to provide AFFF agent substi- -

tule to the. installed Twin Agent Fire Extinguishing System (TAPES) unit.

3. Repair lockers have been installed on opposite sides of the roof

and extend beyond the building edge.

4., An open platformjlas been installed opposite the instructor's sta-

tio n.which extehds beyond fRe building edge.,

UPPER DECK (figure 4):

1. The upper deck contains a simulated galley and mess deck. The-i

galley is at the foot of the ladder; the'mess deck is entered from a passage

through a.door.

2. The trash can fire Fs in the passage behind the door to the me§s.

deck.

3. Entrance to.the galley has.been moved from opposite tile doqr to

the mess deck to the interior bulkhead opposite the ladder. The former Open-

ing has been closed permanently. ,
. P

.

,
.

.

M. A remote oil shut-off valve-for the bilge/bal spray fire has been

installed in the passage.

15
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.

'

.. 5. There are no fires in't he mess deck: however, a simulated fire-
.

main ilas`been' installed with'three cut-off valves. The main, when charged
from an external source, simulates a.ruptured firemain.) This addition to

. the structure permits tqe devibe to meet the reg1iremenI6r-ofsection '
, IIIC(3)(b).. of the MC..

.

#.

.

. q .

:o.-. .

,

'-. In addition to the deck
.

grat'inb, a solid sheet.of Metal 'has Wen added
to the underside of thetgrating. This sheet partially deflectsthe'heat
generated by tht oil spray/bilge fireplace located.directiy beneath thelmess
deck. , --

-.+. A ,
-*.,---- .

.

LowEil DECK'(figure 5). The lowefifeck is dWided jnt6 a simulated berthing
cmnOartment and a simulatedjangineering space: The ladder ,descends into the .

berthing &impartment.
,

1 Beneath.and behind the ladder is the mattress fte.:
'

2. The storage compartment dobr faces the outside entrance and is
expanded metal, not stlid,. The interior:bulkhead fabing the.ladder is solid.
This compartme5t V in the,berthing compartment.

. 3. The'door to the.gngineering space has been replaced with a water7
tight (WT) door,

) 4. The -eleetric papel has had a door installed. It is located on the
outside bulkhead opposite the entrance and behind the oil spray/bilge fire.

5. A simulated piece ofmachinery has been installed to.the left of
the'egress direttly beneath the vertical ladder. Tht vertical, ladder is.no
longer usable.

FUgL. P-ropahe is'piped to the fireplaces frOm an underground ,storage tank.
It enters the structure through:two blocking yalves with a bleed (pressure
release).valve between the blockin.g valv.eS.- Wherever possible, propane
piping is exterior to the structure.

SUPPORT SUBSYSTEMS'

Flve primary'support subsystems were identified as required to support
training. Each.,subsystem was evaluated during the TEE. The systems are:

.,

- Smoke.

Oxygen Breathing Apparatus (OBA)
envirdnment

extinguishing agents
4

SMOKE. Chem Chex 220, Triarylphosphate, js the commercial product usred for
smoke generation. This subsitance was recommended in the Fire Fighter Trtainer
Environmental Considerations, Phase II (Booz, Allen, Hamilton; Inc., 1981) .

study.. The substance is fed to the smoke generator on the roof, heated,
atomized, and disbursed to.the:various fireplaces and compartments only on

safety

18 2
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order from the control conole. Smoke can be programmed-or inserte.d inta
any compartment irrespective of the fire situation.

OBA. Operational OBAs with canisters are used. The development of a train!
ing OBAwhichises trainilt can1stpr4 has not.been completed.

ENVIRONMENT. A Beckmanair quality control monitor system is installed. .

Air in the structure and exhaust vents )s sampledtat various. POints. The
mdnitOr is Tocated behind the instructor in the instructor's station with'
readouts on the instrgetbr's console. Visual and audio alarms on the monftor
station are activated,when preset standard; are exceeded; however, not4a41
audio alarhis were aCtAte during the TEE.' There is aNfeadodt on the inttruc-
tor's console for 02, NOR, CO, CO2, hydrocarbons, and propanebut thd%e are,
not a)armed. High propane mixtbre will cau'se an automatic-shutdoWn of the
entire device to include eletric power within the structure (extluding the' -

. ihstrtictor's sfhtion); exhaust fans remain active
t .

V

EXTfNGUISHING AGENTS. Fop- agents Are used in the trail* to extinguish
4ET fires: v'iater, simulated,PKP; simulated AFFF, and CO2. Sensors are located

at each fjreplace which 'are'sapable of disItOnguishing among the applied agents
Use.of the improper extinguisiOng agent(s) will preclude fire extinguishment.
In addition, the instructor has readouts on the console which permit the
identification of the agent used, time on, time off, and total time applied.
In the .eNent water 'is.the agent; the instructor can.determine whether a sblid
stream or high velocity fog is applied. .

CO2 and PKP portable -containers are available throughout the struc4re.
Fire stations are located in all compartments except the mess deck and engi-
neeiing space. A TAFES unit is installed in the engtneering space. There ,

ar ,fire stations on the roof:

4
SAFETY. The following summarizes the major installed safety features. In
addition, standing orders 4tave been issued which emphasize the care and .

. .respect with'wMch this training sygtem must be viewrd.

1. A "trainerl'on° light is installed in each compartment. This is a'
blinOng red lightwhich indicates power is available and tfie trainer fires
can be ignited.

. 4
2. Emergency shutdown switches are lOcled within the structure adja-

lent to each door leading to the outside Icl th tYainer. An emergency shut-
klown switch is located on the iastructor's cobliNle. These switches cut ali
_electrical power to the trainer (excludipg exhdAt'fans) and close installe&
propane valveg.` Thlis, actiVation renders the trainer totally inoperative.

3. there is on emergency eseape door in each compartment leading to.
the outside.

01.1t,
4.' Emergency shutdown switches are located outside of and adjacent to

each door leading into the structure.

20
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5. There are two ports.in each 'compartment for exterior viewing of
the"trainees during exercises.

.High propane.conCentrat ns a fivate visual.and audio alarms and:,
simultaneously, shut down the traine and activate the exhaust fans..

J. High concentrations oft0, CO2,. N0x, and hydrocarbons activite a

visual and audio alarm on the Beckman air quality control monitor. P
.

8. Low 02 activates a visual and audio alarm on the latckmairtir quality .

control monitor.
(s)

; d
- 9. A general announcing system is installed with speakers in each

t compartment and on the roof. 0

10. A sound powered te,lephone system is installed. This is manned b)i'\
an instructor at the fire scene.

11. 'Titre is a ventilatiOn system installed which uses two 5000 cfm
axial flow faps. Air is draWn from beneath the.strucure and exhausted to
the 'atmosphere above the roof,.

12". High temperature sensors areipikptalled in 00e exhauststacks which,
when the temperature-exceeds-preset-levels, shut the trainer down.

CURRICULUM

A new cturse, J-495-0424, Advanced Fire Fighting Team Ti..lining Course,
was developed specifically for this training system. This is a(2-day course
designed to train intact, existing, underway and inport fire fighking and
damage control teams from operational ships. There are two preregaisites.to
.the course. All members of the team-must tomodete the Personnel Qualifica-
tion Standards (PQS) for t eir position and al'members.of the team must
complete the General Shipb Fire'Fightin Courgt, 1r495-04i2.

I

Ttie curriculum, flesigned.spetifically to it the hardware and software
capabilities' oil' DeVice 19F1, consists of one-half day classroom instruction
during which individual dutiet-are reviewed and Di days actual fire fighting.,46
The curriculum calls for l&total of 20 fires. Si---41orractice" fires are fought
jn the structure wAthout smoke.4 This is.follow6d by-two sets of six graded
firés With woke.' Lastly, two additional repeat fires.are fought and.graded.
*These two fire's are selected by theinstructor from among those which the
team found to be the most difflcult. Subsequent to each fire, practice or
graded, the team's actions are criti ued.

,
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SECTION III

METHOD-

I.

.

-The tr aining effectiveness of the'advaged fire fighting training system
wasassessed;using,the empirical noncomparative evaluation technique. The
empirical noncomparative control grogp,.instead,of being a group of students,,
is the course-Objectives.. These objectives are used as a standard against
which.tbe elerimental group(s);, i.e., actual students, are compared.

The evaluation Involved three classes of results of training: changes
in confidence and attitudes; increases in knowledge of fire fighting mater-
ials, equipments, and'brocedures; and demonstrated changes in skills an
team performance. ;In addjtion, specific.observations were made of the c
pdnents (see figurb 1. K12) of the overall training system.

SUBJECTS

.Two teams otstudents were irr!olved in the evaluation of the fire fight-
ing training system using the Advanced Fire Fighting Team Training Course
(J-495-0424) objectives as the basis for comparison. .0ne team consisted of
15 subjects. The second team was composed of 16 subjects. Subjects assigned-
-to each of the teams had varying experience in fire fighting and assignment
to fire parties aboard shi0. Neither team had performed as a-unit prior to
attending the Advanced Fire Fighting Team Training Course. However,.these

mfr. variaWns in the team composition do not weaken the findings of this study.
They ai.e perhaps in line with the reality that considerable differences in
teams are expected at fire fighting schools and in the operating forces. A
brief discussion ofteam differences in the present study are outlined below.

Neither of the test teams was an intact unit.

One team had only-seven members fully qualified; the other team
had a maximum of 10 fully qualified members.

The teams did not match in terms of qualifications, experience, or
training.

In addition to the031 stgents Undergoing the Advanced Fire Fighting
Team Training Course, two additional groups of students were selected to
respond to pre- and post-knowledge tests and pre- and post-training attitude
questionnaires for the General Shipboard Fire Fighting Course (J-495-041Z1.
Wis was done to obtain reliability data on these instruments. One group
composed of 106 subjectt responded to FOrms A and D, Student Fire Fighting
.Qu*tionnaire, and Forms B and C, General Shipboard Fire Fighting Coin-se
Prd-and Post-tests. The second group composed of 98 subjects responded to
Forms H and K, Student Fire Fighting Questionnaire, and Forms I an Gen rar-;
Shipboard Fire Fighting ourse Pre- 'and Post-tests. These.groups repres
heterogenous.samples of subjects reporting to the Fire Fighting School, FT
Norfolk,'for tile course in General Shipboard Fire Fighting during 13-22
ppteMber 1982.

4) 4
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MATERIALS.,

- Equipment and materials used in this evalpation consisted of the normal .

equipment and materials used in the General Shipboard Fire Fighting Course
(J-495-0412) and the Advanced Fire Fighting Team Training Course (J-495-
0424). ,A 1.4sting of these equipments and materials is provided in appendix
A.

In addition to the standard equipment and materials used in the fire
fighting courses, tests and questionnaires were developed to obtain data
regarding team performance, individual skills and knowledge, and subject
..attitudes.

PERFORMANCE TESTING. To determine team performance prior end subseqUent to
undergoing the Advanced Fire Fighting Team Training Course (J-495-004) a .

series of fires were attempted/extinguished by the subject teams. These
fires were similar in class and type to the fires encountered in Device 19F1
but independent of the structure used and characteristically different train-
ing fil-es than provided by Device 19F1. This series of fires used ex4ting
structures and training facilities at the Fire Fighting.SChOol, FTC, Norfolk,
which slipport the Fire Fighting Team Training Caurse (J-495-0418). ' Descrip-
tions of the fires used for pre- and post-performance testing are presented
in table 1'.

KNOWLEDGE-TESTING. Multiple choice tes.ts were Constructed for the General'
Shipboard Fire Fighting Course (J-495-0412). These tests consisted-of 30
itqms each in alternate forms. Tests were designed to meature kndWledge of
each behavioral objeCtive taught in the General Shipboard Fire Fighting
Course; Forms B and I were used as pre-tests and Forms C and J were used as
post-tefts. Forms B and J were identical tests es were Forms C and I. The
!different form numbers were assigned'to provide ease in Ve administratibn
and scoring of tests. These knowledge tests for the General Shipboard'Fire
Fighting Course are shown in appendix B.

Arty multiple choice knowledge test items were construoted-for the
Advanced Fire Fighting Team Training.Course (J-495-0424) by subject mattdr
experts. Twenty items were selected for one test and the remaini.ng items
made up an alternate form of the test.' In constructing alternate forms of
the test care was taken tiaensure each test contained\equal numbers of true-
false, three-item multiple choice, and four-item 9ultiple choice questions.
Forms E4nd L were used aS pre-tests and Forms F and J were used as post-
tests. Forins E and J were identical tests as were Forms L and F. The dif-
ferent forM numbers were assigned to provide ease in the administration and
scoring of tests. These knowledge tests for the Advanced Fire Fighting Team
Training Course are shown in appendix C.

STUDENT ATTITUDE QUESTIQNMAIRES. At different points during training in the
General*Shipboard Fire Fighting Course and the Advanced Fire Fighting Team
Training Course; questionnaires were administered. The purpose was to obtain
student responses. concerning changing confidence )evels, attiOdes toward
fire fightin raining, and the desirability of b6iOssigned to.a fire
party abort1 ship. Items were constructed usihg a five point Likert scale

236
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TABLE 1. PERFORMANCE TEST FIRES'

TORE CLASS DESOIPTION

Mattress Fire A Presented in building stru6ture .

referred'to 'as ."Hangar Deck,"
"Alpha Chamber" or "Smoke-filled
Chamber:" Fire consisted of
smoldering, wet straw ori a bunk in a
highly dense smoke-filled atmosphere.
The team had to penetrate two com-
partment doors, remove'a simulated
casualty, find and extinguish the
fire.

Electrical Fire

Oil Spray

Deep Fat Fryer

Bilge Fire

Presented in building structure
referred- to as "Hangar Deck" "Alpha
Chamber" or "Smoke-filled Chamber."
FWe consisted of oil fueled fire
on a piece ofi electrical equipment.
Team was required to secure power
(circuit breaker), find and extin-

_guish the fire,

Fire was Presented on' an cpen pad
with oil lines. Team was required
to'secure oil valves and extinguish
the fire uSing.proper extinguishing
agents and procedures.

Fire wapresented on an open pad
with a simulated deep fat fryer
(§ithout hood). Team wAs required
to extinguish the fire using proper

-extinguishing agents and propgr
.procedures.

Fire was presented in an existing
structure refer...red to as "Bofler
Room." Structure was concrete with
metal grat*ng over the bilge. Fire
was fueled by oil in the bilge. Team
w4 required to enter passageway
and make a "hot vertical door" entry
into the space and extinguish the
fire using proper extinguishing.
agents and procedures.

26
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(Guilford, 1954). In addition to the items constructed using the LikN
scale, a list of five objectives for fighting a fire was presented. These
objectives were paired using all possible combinations in the manner recom-
mended by Guilford. By using the method of paired comparisons, scalar values
for each of the five objectives could be assessed, and through repeated
measurements shifts in scalar values that might be attributable to training
could be detected.

Student Fire Fighting Training Questionnaires Forms and H are identi-
cal. Identical itcms appear on Forms D, G, K, and N. Forms 0 and K contain
an additional 10 items for background and demographic variables. Forms K
and N contain an additional set of items concerning useful aspects of train-
ing specific to the Advanced FireFighting Team Training Course. This set
of items yas constructed to.determine scalar values of five attributes most
helpful in the improvement of team performance. Items were arranged in the
paired comparison method described earlier. Student attitude questionnaires
used in the evaluation are shown in appendix D.

INSTRUCTOR QUESTIONNAIRE. An instructor questionnaire consisting of 38 items
was constructed.to elicit responses concerning Device 19F1 and the Advanced
Fire Fighting Team Trainiq Course (J-495-0424). Twenty-eight items used
the Likert five point scaling technique. Ten items used the paired compari-
son method to obtain scalar values concerning important instructional charac-
teristics of Device 19F1. The instructor questiannaire is shown in appendix
E.

DEVICE 19F1 DATA PRINTER. A printer was used to obtain hardcopy records of
Device 19F1 fire parameter values, exercise.times, and air quality data. A

sample data printout for a Deep Fat Fryer fire:is shown in appendix F.

PERFORMANCE.GRADE SHEETS. Instructors,recorded student performance on grade
sheets. A sample of which is.shown in appendix G.

STOPWATCHES AND STOPCLOCKS. Stopwatches were used to measure times for per-
formance testing. Information obtained from the Device 19F1 data printer as
supplemented by stopwatches and stopclocks was used to obtain time informa-
tion at significant points during the practice .and graded exercises.

PROCEDURE

) The 15 subjects assigned to the first-test team along with 106 students
assigned to the General Shipboard Fire Fighting Course were mustered prior
to course commencement, add the Student Fire Fighting Training Questionnaire,
Form A, and the General Shipboar8 Fire Fighting Pre-test, Form B, were admin-
istered. Subsequent to course completion, all students were assembled and
administered the General Shipboard Fire Fighting Post-test, Form C, and the
Student Fire Fighting Training Questionnaire, Form D: The following day,
prior to instruction in the Advanced Fire Fighting Team Training Course, the
15 test subjects were assembled and administered the Advanced Fire Fighting
Team Training Course Pre-test, Form E. Upon completion.of the written know-
ledge test, subjects proceeded to the fire field at the Fire Fighting School,
FTC, Norfolk, and were administered a performance test using the class and

25
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types of fires-described in table 1 of this section. The class and tyPe of
fire we're presented in a random manner. times and errors for each of the
performance test fires were recorded. Knoifledge and perform*e pre-testing
was accomplished in approximately a 4-hour 'period. On completion-of the
pre-testing, Subjects procteded through training in the Advanced Fire Fight-g
ing Team Training Course.

The curriculum for the Advanced Fire Fighting Team Training Course pro-
-vides for approximately 4 hours of classroom instruction -prior to practice'
and graded performance exercises utilizing Device 19F1. The second day of
training began with practice exercises in Device 19F1. Practice exercises
in Device 19F1 consisted of a series of six fires. These fires included:

mattress fire (with casualty)
trash can-fire (formerly rag bale fire)
electrical panel fire followed by a ruptured firemain
oil spray/bilge fire
storage compartment fire
deep fat fryer/hood fire.

Practice exercises were conducted without the use of simulated smoke and
were not graded by course instructors. Times were recorded by the evaluation
team, and-student performance was observed at the fire scene by agember of
the evaluation team. On completion of the praelice exercises, the subjects
began the graded exercises. The graded exercises included the same classes
and types of fire as were presented in the practice exercises. Graded exer-
cises did include the intervention of simulated gnoke. Instructors completed
grade sheets (see appendix G) for the team after eadi of the exercises. As
in the practice fires, times were recolded, problems,noted, and-student per-
formance was observed at the fire scene by a 'member Of the evAluatiop team.

After the course was completed (middle of,fourth training day), the
team asSembled on the fir? field and taught the same classes and types of
fires as were presented priorto course commencement. These performance
test fires (see Table 1) were presented in a random manner. Timesand errors
were rOcorded for the performance test in the same manner as the previoUs
.performance test. On completion of performance testing,,the team was admin-
istered theldvanced Fire Fighting Team Trajning urse Post-t6t, Form f,
and thd Student Fire Fighting Training Questionnat e, Form G..

The folloWingweek the team of 16 test subjects were muttered together
with 98 studentt undergoing training in the General Shipboard.fire Fighting
Course. Testing and procedures for this f ntrm were replicated i,the mahner
previously described. The only difference that existed in the procedure was .

,the cOunterbalancing'of written knowledge tests to preclude order effects.

_ After ,both-teams had completed training, instructor questionnaires were
completed by the instructors an0 staff at the school who were qualified to
teach the Advanced Fire Fighting Team Training Course and to operate Device
19F1.
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ADEQUACY'O*F COMPONENTS IN PROVIDING TRAINING

PUBLICATIONS. Insti,uctor/Operator 'Training-Course Students' Guide, Vol. 1, -

is the primary document avail'able to operators and maintenance personnel and
is used as the,operating Tanual by Fire Fightin9 School personnel. This

mailugl was submitted to a readability test. .Readability refers to the read-

ing bride level of the "average" reader.who shbuld be able to understan&the
material. The Navy,recognjzes that technical manuals are often diffipult to
read and use, and that many Navy enpsted personnel experience difficulty in
'reading. The Department of Defense(D0D) has established.a criterion for
determtning,the readability of.materials designed for use in training end%
maintenagce functions in order that the training matenials May be more use-

.
ful, to its intended user.- This criterion is included in MIL-M-38784A, Amend-
ment 6, 21. December 1981.

Determining Readability.- Selected samples of material from the mantUel were
analyzed to determine readability. Sample selection used the,foilowing pro-
cedure. The number of pages are counted to determine the total length of
written text, in this case 43 pages., This number is then divided by the
number established by the sampling taible contpined inMIL-M-38784A (in this
case 8) to dkermine the appropriate minimum number of samples. Thus five
(43 divided by 8) are needed to evaluate the text.

Procedure. Manual samples were chosen by randomly selecting a page, marking
it, and then counting to every eighth subsequent page until six samples were
identified (more than required)4 The words in each sample were counted up
to the end of the sentence containing the 200th, word. A minjmum 200-word
sample is required, but the sample must end with a complete sentence. Thus,

some samples were slightly longer then.needed.

The sample paragraphs.were keyed into the Cómputer Readability Editilig
System (CRES) (Kincaid, Aagard, and O'Hara, 1980) for'analysis. This system
accepts narrative material, evaluates it for readability, and provides sug-
gested editorial changes to reduce the readability grade level. The CRES is
currently used by many Navy commands, among which ere; the Strategic Systems
Project Office; Naval Ship Weapon Systems Engineering Station, Port Hueneme,
California; Navy Underwater System Center; and CNET. It js anticipated that
most features of the CRES will become.part of the Naval- Technical Information
Presentation System (NTIPS) when the NAVMAT system comes on line in the mid-
1980s.

The CRES analysis counts the numar of syllables, words, pnd sentences
within the text. A' mathematical formula, the-FleSch-gincaid formula
38784A, Amendment 6, 21 December 1981); is applied. The resulting number is
the reading grade level for the "average" reader. Uncommon words (i.e. not
on the merged list formed from the American Inttitute for Research List, the
Bureau of Naval Personnel Verb List,'Dthe Army Familiar Word List, the National
Cash Register,(NCR) Fundamental eng.lish Word'List, the Basic glish Word
List, and the Basic Navy Word List) are flagged and liited as part.of the
process. rial suggestions are made for editors Dr witers who wish to
use them.

27 `):j
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An analys is of each sample wa's obtained and theh a summaryanalysis bf ,

the entire sample was made. The samples and the CRES summary analysis are
included in.appendix H..

DEVICE 19F1 DATA. agta on device 19F1 were collected in tWo ways, direct-
' observafion and computer printout of the exercise information processed.

Direct Observation. A.member of the evaluation team observe& all fires at_
. the scene. Thus.the realism of the eqvironmentand'the fire as Well as the

effect of agent application was obseried. A second team member remained
with the instructor at the console. In this way it was possible to observe
problems dnd their solutions, how the instruclior interacted with the fire
teath, and the extent to which instructors used their readouts. times, not
available on the'printout, were.takenoith a stopwatch. After each fire the

. TEE team met and discussed the fire, Madouts, and.actions of each of,the
patties 'involved to ensure a cothplete picture Vias obtained: All post-fire

A c'debriefings were obseryed.'

Since the contractoP had total responsibility for the maintenance of
the device, no relevant observafions concerninglnaintenance could be made,.
However, the .Preventative Maintenance Syttem (PMS) cards were examined to

' identify the number of pre- and post-fire* maintenance hours required on a
daily, basis and on a weekly basis.

-

9

Computer Printout. Afterweach exercise, whether practice,or 6raded, a compu-
.

ter printout was obtained of the fite parameters, exercise data, and air
.quality. An analysis of computer data and instPuctor observations was made
to e taillish areas of strength and weakness, and how each of these subcompo-
nen affectedlover411,training. -In addition, the information was. compared
to he MC to ensure'all trainingTuirements were met:

STRLtJIJRE. The phytical requirements of the structure are tpeoified iii the
MC. Observations of the actual'structure (excluding sensor placement)'were
made and compared with the MC. .An analysis of,the findings led to a'deter-
mination of the strengths and weaknesses of this component of the system as
it supporIed training.

:SUPPORT SUBSYSTEM DATA. No.training OBA had been developed, therefore, no
examination was appropriate.

.

.

During the obServation of the individual fir.es, smoke, environment; .

extinguishing agents, and safety were notedo In addition, the computer print-,
out, discussed previously, included airATality meas6res and equipment mal-
function indications. Subsequent analysis of the printed information in
conjunction with direct observations permitted the dra'wtng of valid conclu-
sions with respect to the effect of the support subsystems on trainin§.

CURRICULUM. The trainingobjectives establcshed by.the FireFighting School
were accepted as valid sinCe the Fleet Proiect Team approved the MC and.6e
training objectives expressed therein. The curriculum for course J-495-0424
was designed to use Device 19F1 as placed in,the training.structure. The .

curriculum wks examined solely from the relationship of students to the train-
ingtstructure 'as- it exists; no modifications to the curriculum were made
during the TEE.

4 ,
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5ECTION IV c.

RESULTS AND CONeLUSIONS -

This section lists the major findings of the study. The findings are \

divided inta those based on,the total training program and-thoie'yhich,
affect training based on the components wliich comprise the system (see table
k, p. 24).'-The results of this study were derived from data and observe-
tions obtained using an approved cumiculum,, regular instructor's at the Fire .

Figh i g,School, arid student teams r,andomly drawn from operatipnel units.
Student teams are representative of "normal" or "average" students .

undergoing training.
I

TRAINING PROGRAM TiE

A comprehensive.evaluation of the training progrep was made using a
vantage point of three pewg l-ives: trainees, .instruetors; and operationa

. .

personnel not directly. in d in the training program. Varibus issues

. werei examined from each vantage point to obtain an accurate picture of the .

entire trairring program. The resaltsand conclusions,on each issue are

prevented under each perspective. .

TRAINEE REACTION. Three major training objectives were examined to obtainN
somejneasure of the effectiveness'of the training program. These were:' (1)

changes in team performance and skills attributable to training, (2) changes
in attitude* that might bedue.to the training program, and (3) changes in
knowlgdges or cognitive skills that may,have occurred as a result of
training. 'Each of these three objectives are examined ih detail tn the

tuhequent paragraphs. .

Team Performance and Skills. Team pertormance was assessed by measuring
times required to coTplete five criterion fires,ignited in existing struc-

.

tures atethe Fire Fi-ghtirig School:Norfolk. The times were recorded froin
ple initial alarm (General Quarters) until the fire party was secured from

tile exercise.' For all, firet 14 minutes had been.set by the Fire 'ighting
School as a criterion of successfull.i extinguishing the'fire. Times greater
than.14 minutes would most Likely result in.critical damage or personnel
injuries that would'negate further attempts by the team to control the fire.

In other words, the fire would essentially be out of controllat that poiAt.
. The figures and text concerning team performancetimes are arranged4by type
of fire; i.e.-, Class B, tlass C, and Class A. This arrangement is' (better
illustration of the overall training benefits by class of fire.

4

Class B Fires. 'Three Class B fires were presented. These were a bilge,

Tir-77.77TrolsOray fire; and a deep fat-fryer fire. Figure 6 shows the
change in performance exhibited by both teams in coping with the bilge fire
'before and after training. Initially both teams were unable to extinguish'
the fire within the 14 minute criterion measure. This exercise was
.discontinued for both teams after a period of 24 minutes because the
extinguishment ofthe bilge fire by either team was doubtful; After
traintng both teams extinguished the bilge fire in considerably less time.

than the criterion.

29
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- .

. . Figure 7 illustrates team perfsrmance before_and-affer training.in con-.40'

trolling an'qil spray fire. Initiall? team 1,was unable -to cOntrdl the fire

within criterion time and the exercise.was terminated at 24-Mtnutes. This
I

was the result of the team:.,s failur9itO shut off the fuel source which

, resulted in a continuous reTlash ef the fire. TeaM 2 did meet the criterion

titre measure before training, however, they showed an obvious performarice

improveffient after training.
0

I'

Figure a graphically presents the two teams' effoists in controlling the

deep fat fryer fires.-Both teams extinguished the fire well under criteri4n

measurespfor both the pre- and post-training exercites. It is worthy to,

.
note, however, that this fire was unrelistic. 'The deep,fat.fryer was *lc

tioned on an ope'n pad and easily located ad identified. In.the pre- .

.
training extrcises both teams committed more procedural errors than on the

4 post-training exercises. For instance, team 2 applied the extinguishing.

agent, CO2, iMproperlyi,.e., too'close to the fire. This caused the. .

burning oil,and grease tpl be literally blown out of t è fleep.fat fryer. It

..
is highly probable that other fires and/or personn injuries would have

occUrred had the deepOat'fryeis been located in enclosed space as it is

aboard ship. . '.

4
s Team performanc of both teams-was significantly improved after: the

training course.

,

Class C Fires. Both, teamsexhibited improved pefformance in controlling the

. Cliass t (electrical) fire after traihing. Figure 9 presents the pre- and

post-:training time measures for the two teams :in extinguishing the electrical

fire. .Team 1 perforMed uns isfactorily (24 minutes).On the pre-training

exercise without a succes tinguishment before the drill was secured.

,This was,due to the k m's fail re to secure 0ower; a situation which would

have resulted in,all nbers o the team being disabled by electrical shock.

An obvious improvement is-shown for team 1 on the post-trafnfng exercise.

TeaM 2 was able to meet criterion requirements on the pre-training exerctse,
however, thilielso exhiOted marked improvement on the post-training exer-

cise. 4,

The course and Device 19F1 contributed significantl9 to the teams' abil-

0 ity to successfully coPe wtth,Class C fires.
f tY". .. .

. Class A Fires. As shown in figure 10, performance Of both teams was.unsatis-

factory on both the pre- and pdst-training exerCises. However several *par-

ent points should be considered in addition to the time measures recorded. .

The Class A-fire was a simulated mattress fire and included. a simulated

. casualty. The exercise required the team to penetrate smoke filled water-
tight compartments, locate and remdve the simulated casualty,,andlocate and
ex,tinguish the fire. On the pre-training exercise, both teams failed to .

penetrate.the second watertight compartment in the.time of 24 minutes.

411.
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Neither the casualty nor the fire.was.lqcated. During the post-Araining
exercise both teams penetrated the second compertment and removed the
casualty within 7 minutes. Ihis wds considered acceptable 6fid satisfactory.
Both teams had difficulty in locating the actual source of the..fire. One,
reason for this-difficulty was the dense smoke filled/environment which
caused a lack of oxygen; the fire extinguished itself% The reason for

:unsatisfactdry performance on the post-training fire was the result of
inadequate simulation rather than team performante. It was also noted that
during training between the two criterion firer in Device'19F1, the
simulated smoke was not contained in thb structure. The members of both
teamf had considerably more visibility during training than was encountered
in the criterion fires. Thjs is discussed in greater detail subsequently.

The effectivene$s of the training course and Device 19F1 did not appear
toa4)e as.effective for Class A fires as for Class B or C fires. However,
sThilificant procedural improvements were noted fop' both teams in coping with
Class A fires.

Attitudes of Individual.Team Members. Attitudes of individual team member
were assessed across three dimensions directly related to fire fighting and .

fire fighting training. The first dealt with the confidence of the
individual in his knowledge and ability to cope with and contribute to
successfully controlling a fire aboard ship. The second dimension
encompassed t beneficiality of fire fighting training and fire fighting
duties as perceived by the individual. The third dealt with the
desirabilit fire fighting training and assignment to fire fighting
duties aboard ship.

.These dimensions were probed at three points during fire fighting
training. First attitudes were assessed prior to beginning the General
Shipboard Fire Fighting Course (J-495-0412). Intermediate measures were
taken upon completion of Course J-495-0412 and prior to beginning the
Advanced Fire Fighting Team Training Course (J-49520424). A final measure
was taken upon com letion of course J-495-0424.

In addition-to t e dimensions of confidence, beneficiality, and
desirability, individuals ranked five objectives of fire fighting in general
as viewed,from that student's-personal view. The .intent.of this analysis
was to determine if training caused a shift in perceived priorities con-
cernng fire fighting objectives. These objectives were presented as
comprehensive paired comparisons at the same three previously discussed
points-in the training program.

Finally the student was presented five training attributes/for course
J-495,0424 upon course completion. A ranking of these attrib4tes was
assessed by using the paired comparison method.

Confidence. Analysis of items comprising the "Confidence" scale revealed
the scale to be highly reliable (Reliability coefficient, Alpha..914). This
high reliability indicates that individuals respond consistently and
interpret the scale in a similar manner. ,
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Tab e 2 Presents the results of a analysis of variance (ANOVA) to

.determin any differences in scale valuesNfor confidence at the three

measurement points. Results of the ANOVA r eal significant differences

across ,time concerning the,students' perceive onfidence at the different

measurement points.

A.

TABLE 2. iESULTS OF ANOVA FOR CONFIDENCE SCALE
VALUES AT THREE DIFFERENT TIMES

SOURCE ,

Between People
'Within People
Between Measures

(Confidence Values

Over Timel
Residual

SS

2784.22
1488.67

748.74

739.93

df

26

54

2

52

MS

107.09
27.57

374.37

14.23

26.31*

*2. < .05

Figure 11 graphically shows tbe change in scale values for confidence at

each of the three measurement points. Confidence scale values were higher

after the J-495-0412 course and the J-495-0424 course than the measurement
obtained before training.t..,These differences were sjgnificant at the .05

level of confidence indicating a reliable change in perceived confidence,.
Results reveal that changes in the scale values from pre- to post-training
in course.J-495-0424 were not significant. This may be attributable to a

"ceiling effect" in the measurement scale. In other words, the considerable

increase in confidence at the second measurement point effectively reduced

the range of scale values.

It is worthy of note that, over the entire training program, consider-
able increases were made concerning the individuals perceived confidence in

fiee fighting capabilities. This is a major objective of the training

program.

Beneficiality. Analysis of.items comprising the "Beneficiality" scale also

revealed the scale to be highly reliable (Reliability coefficient,
Alpha=.898). Table 3 presents the results of an ANOVA to determine any
differences in scale values for beneficiality at the three measurement

points,

Results indicate that there were no statistically reliable differences
across the three measurement points concerning the students' perception
about fire fighting duty assignment and training as being beneftcial to
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their career, Figure-12 shows the mean scale yalues at each,measurement
point with regards to beneficiality of fire fighting duty aisignmenti and
training. There appears io be a glight upward trend; Uwever,,since no
statistical significance was fuund, it would be tenuous to infer this trend,
is reliable.

TABLE 3. RESULTS OF ANOVA FOR BENEFICIALITY SCALE.
.VALUES AT THREE DIFFERENT TIMES

SOURCE
..

SS
,

df MS F

Between People 2075.56 26 79.83
Within People 1958.67 54 36.27
Between Measures

(Beneficality
Values Over Time) 122.30 2 61.15 4.73 NS

Residual 1836.37 52 15.31
4

NS . Not/§ignificant

Desirability. Analysis of items comprising the "Desirability" scale shows
the scale to be reliable (Reliability Coefficient, Alpha...788). Table 4
presents the results of an ANOVA for the desirability scale as measured at
three different points in training.

TABLE 4. RESULTS OF ANOVA FOR DESIRABILITY SCALE
VALUES AT THREE DIFFERENT TIMES

SOURCE df MS

Between People 176.22 26 6.78
Within People 124.00 54 2.30
Between Measures

(Desirability . .

Values Over Time)
Residual

9.85 2 4'.93 2.24 NS
114.15 52 2.20

NS Not Significant

As inuicated by the ANOVA there were no significant differences'across
time concerning thestudents perception of the'desirability of a fire fight-
ing duty assignment or fire fighting training. Figure 13 shows the students'
mean response at the.three time periods in training on the desirability sqLle.
There were no significant differences in scale values across time, therefore,
any differences in scale values may be attributed to chance alone.
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sF.erceionsofFTraininob-ectives Results of the paired
comparison analytisfor five fire fighting objectives ardlpresented in table
5.

, k.

ir

TABLE 5. PERCELVED IMPORTANCE OF FIRE FIGHTING
OBJECTIVES AT THREE TIMES DURING TRAINING

OBJECTIVE TIME 1 TIME 2" fIME 3
Ore-Training) (Post-412, Pre-424) (Post-Training).

Contain/Extinguish
the Fire, :6185 .5870 ' .4077

Protect Myself-from
Perknal jnjury .4185 .4740. .5615

Prdtect Others in.
Fire Party froM.Injury .4630 .4826 .530-8

Remove/Provide Injured
Personnel with Medical
Assistance .4778 :4130 .6692

Prevent Further
Damage to the Ship .5222 .5435 .3308

The figures ifilable 5 represent the proportion of time eachobjective is
'selected over all other obj'ectives by the individuals who comprised the two
teams who underwent training. Table 5 indicates that perceivedfimportance
changed consideiably as training progressed. Three objectives showed a
constant trend. The objective "Contain/Extinguish the Fire" decreased in
perceived importance over the period of training. This is consistent with
the Fire Fighting Satool's apparent philosophy to deemphasize the fire as
the most powerful focal point of fire fighting efforts. That is, if proper
procedures, correct methods, and attention to other objectives are accom-
plished'the fire will be contained and extinguished as a routine matter.
The objectives of "Protect Myself from'Personal Injury" and "Protect Others'
in the Ffre Party from Injury" showed a steady increase in perceived impor-
tance. Again this agrees with the tenants of the Fire Fighting School which_
emphasizes that injuries to personnel directly'involved in fire fighting
efforts could have catastrophic consequences to the overall fire fighting
objectives. Two objectives appeared to reverse trends during training.
"Remove/ProVide Injured fsersonnerWith Medica) Assistance" decreased in

importance after the J-495-0412 course, then reversed the trend to becoMe
the most important objective after course J-495-0424. Conversely, "Prevent
Further Damage to the Ship" increased in importance after the*J-495-0412
course, then decreased to become the least important objeaive after
training course completion. A possible explanation of thge trend.revcials

42
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could be an inconsistency betw8.e the emphasis the two courses (J-495-64i2
and J-495-0424) place on these fire fighting objectives. An explipion
follows,

Ddring Ihe General Shipboard Fire Fighting Course, students are.taught
that personnel casualties are attended to after the fire-is controlled.
During the fire, the tirm taken to attend to casualties may result in damage
'to the entire ship and crew. This also explains-Alfa rise in perceived
importance of the objective "Prevent,Further Damage to the Ship." HoweVer,
ihe J-495-0424 course emphasi/es that, during peacetime, protection of
personnel is of ultimate importance.- Buring wartime, Students are told,
material protection may be the major objective of fire fighting efforts.-
The fire fighting objectives after_training, apparently, are perceived
concomitant with a peacetime'environment and Are emphasized during training
of course J-495-0424.

Orddikof the Host Helpful Attributes of the Advanced Fire Fi bring Team,
Training Ourse. The rank order of how well the Advanced.Fire F.ghting Team
Trainiu Course met five training-attributes was determined by the paired
comparison method and is presented in table 6.

TABLE 6. RANK ORDER OF TRAIIIING ATTRIBLIFES
AS PERCEIVED BY STUDENTS

ATTRIBUITE RANK PROPORTION OF TIMES
ATTRIBUTE SELECTED
'OVER ALL OTHERS

Team Work 1 .7077
Cross Training% 2 . .6385
Use of Equipment , 3 .5923
Learn Individual Duties '4 .4385
Training Unnecessary . . 5 .1231

A Students'perceived that experience gainA in working as a team is the
most valuable attribute of the training course. The higher rankings given

. to teamwork, cross trainirig, and the use of equipment corresponds to the
training objectives of this course. The lowest ranking given to the concept
.that this training was unnecessary suggests a valid reason for this course.

Knowledge. The training regime presented to individual meMbers of the teams
was assessed to determine gains in cognitive skills through written pre- an'd
post-knowledge tests. Pre- and Post-knowledge tests were administered P
before beginning and after,completing course J-495-0412 and agiin after
course J-495-0424.
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A significant improvement mas shown by both groups after completion.of
the General 'Shipboard Fire Fighting Cqurse. The mean raw score for the pre-
test was 16.93 (total raw score = 30), while the mean raw score for the
post-test was 21.07, gith an average gain of 4.14. Differences between pre-
and post-test scores were determined to be reliable (1=6.93, 26df) at title
.05 level of confidence. ,

Instruetibn in the J-495-0412 course considerably improved the individ-
ual's knowledge concerning fire.fighting. Since student& undergoing
training in the evaluation were currently assigned to a flre fighting party,
aboard ship and had some previous training in fire fighting, the gains in
knowledge achieved by the J-495-0412 course are even more significant. In

effect the time spent in the J-495-0412 course is not wasted; rather it
provides needed valuable refresher training.

Course J495-0424 is not designed to incorporate paper and pencil- .

testing of knowledges gained ip the course. Rather the course is pesigned
to provide practidal exercises\in team fire fighting training. 'Fer purposes
of the TEE, a knowledge test wis,constructed. Team members did'not exhibit
,significant vins in knqwledge.based on the test results. The post-test
scores were -slightly lower than lpre-test scores (X=15.04 vs 15.25). Lower
post-test.scores were not significantly different (t=-.051, 27df) at the .05
level'of confidence. This indicates that differences in pre- and post-test
scores may be due to chance alone. Reliability of the test was determined
by the Kuder-Richardson (R-20)'formula. The KR-20 revealed very low
reliability for the instrument (r=.36). It is not possible to determine if
the.low'gain scale scdre is due to few cognitive skills taught in the 1n495-
0424 course or simply a'poorly constructed instrUment that is incapable of
providing a reliable measure of these cognitive skills.

The combined changes in team performance, individual att'tudes, and
fire fighting skills.and knowledges show favorable trends a a result qf
training. Anecdotal information supplied by students dur_i_ the evaluation
lends suppoei tq this trend. 06vice 19F1 provides adequate support to.the
training program.

INSTRUCTOR REACTION. Six instructors who had had prdctical experience on
Device 19F1 at the Fire Fighting School, Norfolk, were asked*to respond to a
questionnaire designed to assess three characteristics of the device. These
characteristics were:' (1) realism of Device 19F1 when compahd to an actual
fire, (2) the ease'or difficulty that the simulated fires could be
extinguished in comparison to an actual shipboard fire, and (3) the instruc-
tional features of Device 19F1. Finally, instructors were asked to respond
to five statements that dealt with training benefits that might be realized
.from Device 19F1.

Realism. InstructorsIresponded to a Likert scale which ranged from 1 as *,

.representative of a highly realistic situation in which there are no differ--
ences between tile training situation and an actual fire, to 5 as a very
-infrealistic situation that would bear little resemblance to an actual fire.
The overall mean rating of Device 19F1 waS 2.19 indicating the device was
realistic with minor differences between the training situation and an
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'.actual fire, Features that were rated as most realistic were simulated
extinguishing agents, reaction of the fire to the extinguishing agents,

I repair locker. ephipmen, and the proper placement of fire fighting equipment
in the trainer. Features that were rated as having questionable realism to

. unrealistic were torching of the fire and simulated smoke..

Difficulty. Difficulty was assessed using a Likert scale which ranged from-
las very ,easy in-that the training situation provides environment,
materials, and/or equilaent that would not be available in an actual fire,
to '5 as very difficult in that the training situation imposed conditions ,

that are-probably worse than an actual fire. The overall mean rating by the
insfspotors was 2.75.,indicating a neutral rating which is defined as the
Veining situation being very much, the same as'an aaual fire-. The item
that received"a eesponse as being.eaSier than other items was Orienting and
Eorming.the Fire Party.t This is understandable since the fire party-was
intact at the time of the General Quakers alarm and did_not have to
assemble and form from scattered individual watch (work center) statiqn
assignments. .

Instructional Features. Instructional features were assessed on a Likert
Scale which rariged from 1 as excellent Aenoting features were optimal and
could not be improved, to 5 at unacceptable indicating features are such
that improper or inadequate design cannot be overcome even with considerable
effort. The overall mean rating was 2.35 indicating a rating between
adequate (3) and good (2). Items rated as the best instructional features
were: Provides Students with Problems of'.Inceeasi4 Difficulty (rating of
1.5) and Provides Adequate Safeguards for Students and Instructors (rating
of 1.7). Items rbceiving the'lowest,ratings were: Facilities to Brief,
Debrief and Critique Students (rating of 3.0) and Observation of Student
Performance (rating of 3.2):.

,
Training Benefits of Device 19F1. Table 7 presents the rank order of the
instructors.' ofrinions about how Device 19F1 supports the training program.
Safety.and use as an Instructioeal Aid shaeed the top rank of training bene-

\ fits selected by instructors. Rankings also indicate Device 19F1 is
perceived to afford moro.benefit than present methods of instruction which
do not use Device 19F1-. Devide 19F1 is well received as.a, vehicle to
provide more effective instruction at the fire fighting school.

OPERATIONAL ASSESSMENT: To determine if training recdivea had a positive
effect, a quesfionnaire was sent to the respective phip of each team.
Ships' officers and other members that.had an opportUnity to observe team
performance after training were asked to comment regarding team performance
and value of the training,to the ship. ,Only one of thetwo ships responded
to the follow-up questionnaire; however, comments indicate a noticeaLle
improvement in team performance and a high regard foe training received
4uring the TEE. A major recommendatibn of the reply is that all fire
fighting teams, both in port and underway, attend Course J-495-0424.
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TABLE 7. RANK ORDER OF TRAINING BENEFITS OF
DEVICE 19F1 AS PERCEIVED BY INSTRUCTORS

TRAINING BENEFIT RANK PROPORTION OF TIME
BENEFIT SELECTED

OVER ALL OTHER BENEFITS

Safety for Students
nd Instructors

Instructional Aid
Supporting. Classroom
Instruction . 1.5 17000

1.5 .7000

Provides Realistic
Shipboard Environment

Provides Realistic Fires

. Little or No'Benefit
,

:5"1-^- _ .4667

4 .4333
_

5 .2000

_COMPONENTS EFFECT ON TRAINING

Each of the five components of the training system was examined
independently of the total system, as well as within the system. The five
components, publications, Device 19F1, structure, support subsystem, and .

curriculum, are addressed in detail in the following paragraphs.

PUBLICATION. Analysis of the Instructor/Operator Student Guide, Vol. 1,
rpTilted in a readability level in'excess of 13.5. This mearis that the
ublication was prepated fot the college level reader. The text is

J\'' extremely complex and presented-in long sentences that are difficult to
comprehend; this increases the readability level significantly. The

vocabulary used is not difficult, nor are the number of uncommon words
excessive. It is theformat.that is responsible for the high readability
level.

CRES Analysis. In addition to determining the readability level, the CRES
analysis procedure has other features which provide a significant amount of
descriptive information about the text. These features of the CRES.analysis
are included to help the author/editor produce the type of text suitable to
the user and are related to the readability analysis. A brief.descrtption
of each feature, its use, and the relationship to the analysis follows.

. .

These features aresillustrated in appendix H which is a selected part of
each of two analyzed samples.

1. Uncommon wotds are flagged in the.analysis. These are words not
.found on technical 767Tlists previously identified nor on a supplemental
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engineering word list which was developed and applied in this analysis.

Uncommon words are identified in the sample by s,quare brackets. Once a word

has been identified, the author/editor must make a subjective judgment as to

whether or not to use the word, substitute a more common word, or define it

for the reader. The numb& of uncommon. words flagged in this sample are not

excessive and are..-ntit-a significant factor in the high readability level

obtained.

2. Long, sentences, which contain more than 22 words, comPrise more

than' one-fourth of the sentences examined. The longer a sentence, the

harder it is for the reader to understand; -As a rule, long wordy sentences

-result in a higher readability level. Both of the examples have wordy sen--

tences that are difficult to comprehend.

3. Passive voice is the use of a verb composed of the auxiliary verb

"to be" plus a past participle. Passive voice increases the number of words

in a sentence and thut increases the readability level.% In addition,

languageexperts agree that the active verb is 'easier to understand.

4. Awkward words and phrases are flagged because they are usually

'difficult TOC-Ferpraggrid.Tften these words and phrases contain a pronoun

referent that is unclear or may be confusing; for example, "there is" and

"it wil) be."

Appendix I contains the restructured sample sentence's shown as examples

in appendix H. The suggested changes are the result of.the CRES analysis.

The restructured samples are clear, more concise statements that should be

more easily understood by the reader. The readability of the examples in

appendix I ha.s been reduced below the loth grade reading level.

DEVICE 19F1. A printout of the parameters establisgd for each fire,

exercise data, and air quality data was obtained. These data, accompanied

by Ippropriate remarks concerning various fires, are summarized in table 8.

Results of the data analysis are discussed next. The air quality data

analysis will be discussed under the Support' Subsystems.

Controls.. Four controls on the fire are preset by the instructor. The

interaction of .these controls establishes the difficulty of extinguishment,

the appearance, and the heat generated.

1. Instrqctional procedure is to reduce the fire from burn to pilot

after the investigators have located the emergency, and return to burn as

the fire party approaches. Compartment heat build-up in these,circumstances

is minimal, an irrelevant condition for some fires. However, other fires,

such as thevmachinery space fire, require high heat for realism. One

m'achinery space fire was conducted without reducing the burners to pilot,

and the heat build-up was such t t was Not possible,to stand, Or squat,

in front of the fireplace.

2. The control parame rs as,estab.ished appeared to have little

effea on the extinguiThment in a sign icant number of fires. For example,

the team #2 graded fire for the trash can had, as a control, a minimum
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extinguishment time of 10 seconds. Although the actual application of water
was for 8 seconds, the fi e*was extinguished:

3. A number arameters were zero .(see table 8) yet the fire devel-
oped as planned eand reacted correctly to applied agents. There is probably-
an error in the )ffogram which controls the fires.

4. Soak time does not appear to operate properly at all times and maytdnotaffect the extinguishment of a fire. In one fire, the mattress firel
he requirement for soak with a solid stream of water has been eliminate

since this action is no longer needed. Team #1 practice storage compartment
fire controls indicated a required soak of 10 seconds and an actual soak of
0 Seconds; even so the fire was extinguished. Both team #2 storage compart-
ment' fires required a reduction of soak time from 10 seconds to 5 and 2,
respectively, before the fires could be extinguished even though.proper
procedures were followed.

SenSors.

1. The CO2 sensor on the electrical panel is activated by released
smoke. This forces the instructors to use little or no smoke with this
fire.

2. One machinery space fire could not besextinguished even though
AFFF was correctly applied. The agent sensordid'not function. One trash
can fire could not be extinguished because the agent sensor did not
function. One deep fat fryer/hood fire gave indications of the application+
of water prior to the arrival of the fire fighting team; the sensor gave
improper indications.

Fires.

1. In general, the fires were sufficiently realistic that they did
not detract fromkthe'training. Minor differences of opinion/existed among
subject matter experts with respect to the met*ess fire and the electric
panel fire concerning flame characteristics.

2. At.this time, maintenance is performed by contractor personnel.
However, at a subsequent time the Fire Fighting School may be required to
assume this responsibility, and future trainers may be maintained by Naval
personnel. An examination ofthe PMS Cards used by the contractor wastmade.
This resulted in "a determination that daily required checks of the system
take 3 hours and 59 minutes of which.2 hours and 7., minutes are post-opera-
tional checks. IA addition to the daily checks, 3_bours nd52 minutes per
week'are required to be spent conducting weekly checks. All daily pre-ope-
rational checks require 2 people; 4 of the 6-post-operation -checks require
.the presence of a second person.

To conduct an 8-hour burn day requires the presence of maintenance'
technicians for a minimum of 12 hours; double shifting may be,reqUired.

.53
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STRUCTURE. For purposes of this report the structure includes the building,
installed lightinig, building ventilation, and the propane system.

Building. The exlisiing building is not adequate; it is physically too small
and many of the installed fittings do not correspond, or even approach those
found aboard ship. Specific observations are incorporated in the following.
paragraphs. f

1. Hatch and scuttle operation gives the teams a false impression of
the means to descend to a lower deck.

2. Fire is reflected beneath the floor grating and is visible frbm
adjacent compartments. In one instance the investigating team confused the
reflection and reported a fire in the incorrect compartment.

3. Ole red power-bn lightS'are installed above the door leading from
each compartment to the outside. Although these lights are very bright and
distracting, they are necessary for safety reasons.

4. The Machinery space is entered through a watertight (WT) door from
an adjoining compartment on the same level. For reasons of safety, no
vertical approach to the compartment is possible in the existing structure.

5. There is no facility within the structure for dewatering. There
are facilities elsewhere at the Fire Fighting School to instruct in the
mechanics of dewatering (pump/eductor operation).

6. The original structure contained no faCilities for a ruptured
firemain exercise. Personnel at the Fire Fighting School have installed a
s'mulated firemain which ruptures. This exercise i5 conducted in conjunc-
tion with,, but subsequent to, the extinguishment of a fire but is an
independent exercise.

7. Section III C.1.b. of the MC establishes as one of its goals the
following:

The training building is designed to accommodate
one.complete fire exposure/extinguishment evolution
every 20 minutes per side of the structure. Four teams
may be scheduled simultaneously, two teadis engaged in.
an exercise and two teams receiving a critique and pre-
paring for the next lesson. Six team experiences can
be scheduled every hour.

This goal cannot be met even when both sides of the trainer are operative,
primarily because there is not adequate space on the roof for more than one
team at a time.

8. No capability exists for a "hot door" determiriation by investi-
gators. This is simulated by instructors stating the entrance to the
machinery space is a hot door.
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9. The MC includes, in the definition of technical specialist, the

DCA and his assistant. The existing building does not contain adequate

facilities or communications to incorporate training of these specialists.

10. The remotershut-pff valme for the oil spray/bilge fire is on the

second deck, not the damage control deck'.

.11. The degp fat fryer is installed in a simulated range with a simu-

lated Gaylord Hood. There is no Range Guard System as would generally be

found aboard ship.

Lighting. Installed lfghting does not include Compartment lighting and, -

battle lanterns as- are found aboard ship, nor is such an installation

simulated. There are installed battery-operated lanterns which are above,

head height and operate exclusiVely on battery. .

Ventilation.

4

1. Ventilation is controlled by an exhauit fan 'system on the roof.

This four fan system is used exclusively to'ensure adequate fresh air is

available to trainees fnd to evacuate the.building of undesirable elements.

There is no installed shipboard type ventilation system upon which to

exercise the fire fighting teams.

2. Design of the structure gis such tHrat thergis a continuoys updraft

through the building. Th'is condition is exacerbated when the rooftop-hatch

or scuttle is open. Unless smoke is generated on an almost continuous

basis, it is not possible 'to provide adequate obscuration of the lower deck,

(machinery and berthing spaces). The first deck, galley spacef and mess

deck are aore efficient, but not fully satisfactory.

Natural air flow, particularly on windy days, prevents the smoke from

remaining id the lower deck'compartments. When the roof hatch and scuttle

are closed, thereis an apparent down draft which pulls smoke from these

compartments through the base of the building.

PrOpane Systtem. There are two blocking'valves which, when closed, shut off

propane to the building. Located between these valves in a line

approximately 18 inches long is a bleed valve to prevent pressure bujld-up.

This valve bleeds only the lainch segment;. there_is no bleed valve to
remove propane from the lineS in the building. In addition, this bleed

valve vents at the building beneath the lower deck.

SUPPORT SUBSYSTEHS. The supporting subsystems are smoke, the Oxygen Breath-

ing Apparatus (OBA), the environment, extinguishing agents, and safety.

Smoke. The general problems associated with the retention of smoke.was

discussed previously. This section will be confined to observations
directly related to the smoke and smoke generating equipment.
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1. The Navy Envir nmental Health Center stated that, the choice of
'smoke substitute is satjIsfactory.2 The TEE evaluator at the fire.scene wore
a filter mask and no ey covering. The artificial smoke did cause coughing
and eye irritation. Discussion with instrusitors elicited the fact that this
phenomenon occurred with most of them, but they appeared to develop a toler-
ance for the environment. Fire team personnel Wearing activated OBAs had no
problems; however, some team members not wearing OBAs, Oanding at the open
hatch when billows of smqke escaped, did complain of mifior discomfort.

2. Real electrical fireS exude large quantities of.smoke. The simu-
lated electric panel fire does n6t produce an adequate quantity of smoke for
either realism or obscuration. Investigdtion revealed that the quantity of .

smoke was restricted because back pressure in the line leading to the ymoke
generator caused the smoke generator to cut out.

3. Smoke problems with the electric panel fire_hav been disdussed.
In addition, 2 of the remaining 10 fires wherein smoke was sed evidenced
problems. Discussions with instructors elicited the information that this
smoke profflem; i.e., lack of or inadequate quantities of smoke, emanated
from the smoke generator.

4. Smoke is grey in all instances. This smoke color is not
cdnsistent with all types of fire.

Although smoke color may be inconsistent, it is considered acceptable
for training for the following reasons:

The smoke, when properly used, does obscure. It is possible to
reduce visibility to less than 2 feet. The primary purpose of the
smoke is to eeduce

ampartments are dark. Within a given compartment it is difficult
to distinguish the,color of the smoke. It is doubtful-that inves-
tigatocs,could use the color of the smoke as a clue to the type of
fire.

A

In view Of the comments above, the expOnditure of funds to develop
vari-colored smoke consistent with each type fire and the means to
control this smoke may not be warranted.

OBA.

1: Actual OBAs with live canisters are used. Training equipment has
not been developed. Colt of ttaining will remain high until a training OBA
is'developed.

2. Investigators wear the OBA, butdo not use a tending line. This'
is a required enabling objective specified in the MC..

2CO3 Navy Environmental Health Center letter 43:EMG:sc 1500 Ser 09011 dated
2 September 1981.

5852
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Environment. The environment within the structure is monitored and the
results displayed on the Beckman unit in the instructor's station and op the

instructor's console. Faulis.in this system affect safety, therefore,Athis

aspect of,the environment will be discussed under safety. r

'Subjectmatter experts expressed a desire for solid-decking and for
higher humidity at the fire scene. Solid decking replicates an actual ship-

board environment in most instances, and high humidity conditions exist at a
shipboard fire scene,

. An examinkion of these two factors as'they miont affect training was

made. Solid decking would likely increase the heat buildup in a compart-
ment, but this can be better controlTed through the use of extended burn

times. There is a'possibility that solid decking would intrease building
maintenance-and-4ncreasethe-diffioulty of-ext-inguishih7 agent disposal.a.
More important then either of the above, it is unlikely that solid decking

would affect training. Gratings, as they exist, do not impede nbr help

trainees% Exact replication of ship's compartments does not necessarily
enhance achievement of training objectives.

Humidity at the fire scene,"asHore or afloat, is a function of the

liquid present ip the specific'compartment and the heat available to

vaporize the liquid. Until'fire fighters actually arrive on the scene and

attaek a fire with a liquid, the humidity in most compartments, asKore or
afloat, should not be excessive. Within the structure at the.Fire'Fighting
School this situation is duplicated, for high humidity and,steam occur only

when a liquid'is applied to'the fire.
4

Giveh the above, it is concluded' no action on these items is required.

Extinguishing Agents. The extinguishing agents functioned in a satisfactory

manner.

Safety (see MIL-STD-882 series). Providing all operating instructions are
correctly followed, and all personnel entering the structure wear the recom-
mended respiratory gear and eye protecting device, the training structure is
considered relativeTY safe for students and instructors, and equipment
damage is uhlikely. However, the following factors could affect safety *

unlesS the moSt rigid precautions are followed at all times.
, -u

1. Communication affects training effectiveness and safety.
Communications are discussed in this section because the safety of persOnnel
and equipment is a prime consideration during all training evolutions.

Communications betw,en th fire scene instructor and pie instructor's

console is by means s I i. e owered (SP) telephone. Use of the SP system

requires the instructor to be in a relatively fixed position. Should he

leave that position, the telephone cord,is stretched across the compartment
similar to a trip wire. When corrective action is taken by the on-scene, .

instructor, or when he Must perform a function not in the immediate fire
scene, two-way communications with the instructorfs console are broken. In

the simulated machinery space communications are by hand-held SP telephone.

5E j
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This prevents movement from a,fixed .ipcitr. Should it.be necessary to contact
theon-scene instructor when he is not at the fixed position, a call bell or
the general announcing system is used.

Communication between instructOr and student is by shouting. Durtng a
norma drill, the noise level-is.already very high; therefore, inStruEtor-
student communications are restricted. It was noted that the on-scene
instructor usually reaoves his respiratory protection tO speak to the
student. During these instances, two-way communicationlqith the instructor
at the consOle' is lost.

The general announcing system is a one-way sysiem. In addition, during
exeycises the noise level on scene is such that comprehension is extremely
difficult even if the announcement,is heard.

2. There is a strong possibility that the roof area-will'be unsafe
during the winter onths in its present configuration. Trainees become
soaked during the ire fighting evolutioni. The wind chill factor at the
Fire Fighting Schoo4-sm the roof of thets3-story building,could preclude the

*use of this area for assembly and debriefing. In addition, there is a
possibility that the water bn the metal grating will freeze and raise '

additional safety considerations. Lastly, there is .no installed systel%to
prevent water, in the pipes and hoses from freezing:

3.4, 'A propane by-pass line,can he opened to by-pass the blocking
valves.: There is no indicator, either locally or at the instructor's
console, to alert personnel when the by-pass is open.

4. Extraneous material such as angle iron, pipe, and other building
materials are stored in the structure. Trainees, particularly inves-
tigators, could fall over this material.

0 5. Some pipe hangers strung to the deck grating have not had the
screws cut off at deck MN/el.

6. The Beckman airqualit§ monitoring system is not reliable, i t

visible to the instructor during operatift of the console, alarms in a

spurious manner, and was not calibrateb during the period of TEE. In addi-
tion, many of the recorded_readings.,_particular-ly_of42,-_are--suspect-. Two--

sensors, NC and NOx, were inoperative during the entire TEE.

7. Propane piping runs predominantly beneath the structure. The
propane bleed valve exhausts closey the structure. There are no propane
sensors beneath the structure. Since propane is heavier than air, a
specific gravity of 1.5 to 1.6 compared to air (1.0), a propane leak could
cause a pocket of propane to form under the building, thereby creating a
potential for an explosion.

8. Propane storage is underground and-within 50 feet of the
structure. The storage tank is vented to the atmosphere. In.addjtion,'
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pressure relief vave has lifted-. Parking is permitted adjacent to t e

there is a pressure relief valve vented to the atmosphere. In the par
)

storage tank.

9. Temperature sensors are located, only in the exhaust vents. Even'
these have been by-passed because they have, on occasion, shut the trainer
down, and instructors at the scene of the fire have-stated temperatures
within the training area are not excessive.

CURRICULUM. The curriculum for course 3-495-0424 is designed around the
structure and.device,as it exists, not as described in the MC. The curric-
ulum is excellent. This is particularly notable since the TEE was the first
application of course 3-495-0424 tb a groupof trainees, and there was ,

Ansuffirient_t_ime paor-to-the-TtE-for-instructons-to-praetioetK.aining
techniqUes on the Device 19F1. The-following comments should be considered
when the curricUlum is reviewed.

Investigators. Thelire Fighting School has developed a unit of instruction
on the proper procedures to be followed by the investigatdrs. The unit was
developed at the Fire Fighting School and is the first of its type. This is
a critical unit in that a correct investigation prevents injury, saves,time,

and ensures the appropriate equipment is brought to the scene.

Criterion Time.. A single riterion time for extinguishment of all fires has%
been established.

fire Parameters.' Fire:parameters were constant for the majority of practice
and graded fires. The orily differences the injection of smoke for graded
fires.

Observers/Instructors. Three instructors control,and observe all exercises,
one at the instructor's console, one on the roof, and one at the fire scene.
All actions taken during exercises cannot be observed from these three
stations.

Student Perception'. Discussions with members of both test teams were held
with respect to their perception of their degree of readiness for course 3-
495-0424. .The consensus was that they were prepared, but only because they
attended-course 3-495-0412 immedieely preceding the adianced course. With
out the refresher course much of the team training time would have been los
to individual instruction. This is supported by the student responses to
questionnaires:
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SECTION V

RECOMMENDAVONS

The Device 19F1, Advanced Fire Fighting Simulitor (Surface), is a prac-
tical training 'device which provides effective trOnirig to organized shipboard
damage control and fire-fighting teams. It is recommended that CNET proceed
with the acquisition of follow-on training devices based on the'principles
of the Device 19F1,as instructional aids to support the curriculum.

1

Specific recommendations concerning the 4aining effectiveness of the
training lystem are presented below. These are followed by recommendations
which apply to the supporting components which affect the effectiveness of
the training system.

S.

TRAINING EFFECTIVENESt

1. Performance tests of th'e teams given prior to team training indi-
cate either a .low state of team readiness to successfully fight shipboard
fires, or unrealistic criterion test measures. ' It is beyond the scope of
this TEE to determine either or bott, yet the issue of operational units
manned by effective fire fighting t4ams is fundamental to the safety of the
Fleet and warrants further investigation.

2. The training installation at the Fire Fighting Schpol, FTC, Norfolk,
requires a modified structure or structure replacement capable of supporting
the prospective training requirements.

1

,21 Subsequent acquis.itions of Device 19F(series) shouldbe planned to
ensure the structure is adequate in size and design at each proposed site to
meet projeCted training requirements.

4. One day refresher training,..based on course J-495-0412, is required
4 immediately prior to course J-495-0424 to:ensure individual fire fighting

competency.

5. Relevant objectives for fire fighting training applicable in both
peacetimeand wartime etvironments should be established and consistently
applied to all courses.

6. Teams undergoing'the Advanced Fire Fighting Team Training Course
should be accompanied by a damage cantrol or repair officer to ensure all
team members and decision makers are trained to follow identical techniques.

'

7. 1.1c4-e emphasis should be placed on the investigator duties espe-
cially under reduced visibility conditions to ensure these Persons are fully
competent. This may enhance ship readiness and will decrease the time
required to locate and identify a ftre as well as reduce the possibility of
secondary damage.

8. Computer printouts similar to those obtained during the TEE should
be obtained for all training exercises to use as a performance record of
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teams undergoing training. These prin+huts could be 4ent to the ship as a
part of the team's training record and also used by tfie school to establish
normative standards of team training performance.

9, One instructor, in addition to the three now,used,-is needed in
the 'structure to observe actions remote from the fire scene. For example, a
fire in the engineering space requires two investigations after the initial
investigation which located the fire. There is no way the investigators cap
be observed at all locations by the instructor at the scene; therefore, the
post-fire critique cannot be complete.

10. ,Due to the numerous accommodations and shortcomings.experienced
during this TEE, a fotlow-up TEE should be conducted on Device 19F1A when it
is ready for tra'ining.

PUBLICATIONS

COMPONENTS AFFECTING THE RAINING SYSTEM

11. The manual used by personnel responsible for operating the device,
Instructor/Operator Traintng Course Students' Guide, Volume 1, requires %
rewriting as an operator's manual. This publication should be submitted to
a cothplete CRES analysis to ensure the readability level meets the criteria
established by MIL-M-38784A.

An

DEVICE 19F1

12. Experimental data should be collected for each fireplace to deter-
mine the length of burn time needed for adequate heat build-up in order that
a realistic environment be provided. These times should be charted for each
fire and posted at the instructor's console. The operator has a clear view
of the staging area and is in a position to aftivate the burn cycleda. suffi-
cient time to'ensure the desired heat is present When the team arrices on
the scene.

13. The fire control parameters program should be reexamined to deter-
mine whether the apparent lack of effect of these parameters on the fire
lies, therein or in,the sensor subcomponent. :

14. Programming of souk time and its arect on extinguishment requireS
reexamination. This parameter may -ot be needed with the fires, presently
installed.

15. the existing CO2 sensor in the electric panel should be examined
in terms of its technical adequacy and placement to identify the problem of
'activation la released smoke.

16. The sensors in the present device are either noi properly placed,
not sufficiently reliable, or not correctly maintained. An investigation of
agent sensors is required.

57
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17. A consensus is needed from subject matter"experts followed by a
decisicin on proper flame characteristics. The fire control program should
then be'reworked to ensure these characteristics.are met and a policy
statement issued yhich precludes deviation from these characteristics.

STRUCTURE

18. A standard shipboad type hatch witit installed'scuttle is needed
on the roof. ConsilIeration should be given to the installation of a hatch
witp installed scuttle between the second and third decks.

19. A means of preventing the reflection of fire into adjacent
compartments from beneath the gratings is required.

. 20. The red power-on lights should be reduced in 'brightness 'And so
placed that they do not illuminate the entire compartment.

21. Vertical entry to the machinery space is needed to permit training
on the entry techniques involved. An engineering.study is rtquired to
determine the best method of installing a safe vertical'entry capability.

22. ExistIng deck grating is adequate, however, consideration should
be given to enclosing the space peneath the mesS' deck grating to simulate a
flooded compartment: The ruptured iremain exercise would provide adequate
water, and the team could practice in rigging equipment and dewatering the
compartment,

23. An investigation should be madeto determine whether it would be
more training effective to have the firemain rupture affect a fire hose
which is in use at the time, This does not now occur. This would give the
scene leader additional decision-making training; i.e., how to overcome the
casbalty, and give the team additional training in response to a shipboard
casualty situation.

24. There is adequate heat aVailable to ensure the bulkhead and door
between the living compartment and machinedispace are hot. Removal of the
existing bulkhead between the fireplace and the door in the machinery
compartment would permilk the door to become hot. The installation of
simulated piping in pleb of the bulkhead would provide the needed safety
feature which would prevent the fire fighting team from entering the flame.
Relocation or shielding of some sensors may be required to preclude the
trainees extinguishing the fire from the compartment entrance door rather
than enterjng the compartment and.moving to a position in front of the fire.

25. Include as an additional space a room designated Damage Control
Central. This room need not be on the roof or within the existing building.
Minimum equipment required includes plotting boards, a SP telephone to the
repair locker and instructor''s station, and a diagram of the structure.

26. Extendor move the control for the shut-off valve for the oil
spray/bilge fire to the roof of, the building. This moves the valves to the
damage. control deck as they would be located aboard ship.

4
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27. In the galley, the simulated range is satisfactory, but the Gaylord
Hood should be remodeled to include a Range Guard System.

28. Shipboard type lighting, to include breaker panels, should be
installed in the,training building in order that trainees, specifically
electrician mates, can be trained in proper procedures.

29. A ventilation system, which performs similar functions to shipboard
ventilation systems and which can be Operated by the students, is required
Without this system, some training objectiyes cannot be met.. It should be
incorporated in the structure.

30. i'wo strUctdral alterations are needed to prevent natUral wind

5
.effdcts.from diminishing the smoke. First, seal the roof and enclose the
hatch to prevent the chimney effect and, second, erect a windbreak to sur-

1. round the base of the structure.

31. An.automatic bleed valve is required to remove static propane in -

the lines between the blocking valve ahd the fireplaces% This velve's vent,
as well as the existing vent, should exhaust well clear of all areas wherein
fires are ignited.

SUPPORT SUBSYSTEMS

32. the reason the electric panel fire cannot produce adequate smoke
shoUld be determined and the problem eliminated.'

33. Smoke problems compromise,the realism of training. 'Sometimes exer-
cises must be rerun because of smoke problems, thereby reducing the number
of effective fires which can be fought per hour: An investigation is needed '

to determine the cause of these problems.

34. All personnel entering the,building Orin§ exercises which require
smoke should be required to wear a self-contained-respiratory system and eye
protection gear,'whether, they enter the actual compartment wherein the fire
is located or not. In addition, personnel who do not enter the building but
are exposed to large quantities of smoke should be required to wear'a filter
and eyq covering (see MIL-STD-882 series). ThIs applies equally to instruc-
tors and students.

35. Lack of effeCtive inter-instructor and student/instructor.communi-
cations during exercises generates a potentially hazardous situation. A
means of maintaining continuous communications between instructors which is
not dependent on wires is needed. Additionally, the on-scene instructor
requires some method of voice amplification in order to contact trainees
during stressful periods of training.

36. An engineering study is needed to determine whether the building
is usable during cold weather. Should it not be usable, then corrective
actions are essential.
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V. The existing air sampling system should 1)e maintained-fuliy
operable ,or replaced with a moi.e reliable system.

M. Propane seftors are required beneath the building at the lowest
ppint of depressibn to detect pockets of this explosiVe gas. .

39. Propane storage should be a minimum of:50 feet from all_burn and
parking areas to comply with existing safety regulations.

40. Critical ambient temperatures are in the training areas, not tn
the building.exhaust vents. Temperature sensors should berelocated from
the vegs to each of the four spaces wherein fires occur, with alarms and
readouts,available to the instructor at the console.

CURRICULUM

41. The curriculum requires expansion to'include training in the OBA
with tending line attached and usedr-

42. Each fire presents a different problem to the student's. Some are
more easilyextinguished than others. Criterion times for extinguishment
should be established for eacli type of fire And for each set of parameters
anticipated to be used.

43. The school should establish, by means Of experimentation and"by
changing.fire parameters, different fires with varying degrees of tLifficulty
to extinguish. Graded fires should be more difficult than praCtice fires.
This will Remit performance-tiased instruction.

re'
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APPENDIX A

LISTING OF EQUIPMENTS AND MATERIALS

USED IN THE TEE
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LIST OF EQUIPMENTS

Simulated extinguishinTagents for Class A, B, and C fires

Two complete repair lockers

Fire station equipment

Training smoke

Protective clothing for testees and tester"-
,

Spare OBA canisters

Equipment specific to test (includes -- three stopwatches, three clipboards,

recorder/printer compatible with existing computer)

,63
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APPENDIX B

KNOWLEDGE TESTS AIR THE GENERAL
S4IPBOARD FIRE FIGHTING COURSE



GENERAL 41IPBOARD FIRE FIGHTING COURSE EXAMINATION

Social Security Number

Rate

FRC-TEST FORM B

Ship Assigned

...



1. The three elements necessary to create and sustain a fire are fuel,

and

(1) vapors.

(2) smoke.

(3) heat.
(4) flash point.

2. A Class A fire is best extinguished by

(1) smothering it.

(2) venting it:
" (/) deenergizing it.

(4) cooling it.

3. A Class C fire involves the ignition of

(1) burnable liquids.

(2) burnable metals.
(3) electrical equipment.
(4) insulation. 4

4. The best extinguishing agent to use on a Class D fire is

(1) CO2.

(2) PKP.

(3) water.
(4) AFFE.

4

Which of the following represents good fire prevention aboard ship?

(1) Keeping storage areas neat

(2) Reporting electrical damage
(3) Wiping up fuel spillage
(4) All of the above

6. There are two types of fire boundaries, primary and

(1) back-up.
(2) secondary.

(3) safe zone.
(4) buffer zone.



7. The' standard length of fire hoses is

(1) 25 feet.

42) 50 feet.

(3) 75 feet.

(4) 90 feet.

1.

8. The three sizesof applicators are

(1) 3 feet, 6 feet, and 10 feet.

(2) 4 feet, 8 feet, and 10 feet.
(3) 4 feet, 10 feet, and.12:Feet.
(4) 5 feet, 10 feet, and 12 feet.

9. The best grade of finished foam is a mixture consisting of

-(1) 92% water and 8% foam-and air.

(2) 94% water and 6% foam and air.

(3) '96% water and 4% foam and air.

(4) 98% water and 2% foam and air.

10. The P-250 pump is cooled by,

(1) water.
(2) air.

-131 oil.
(4) ,a built-in cooling system.

11. The suction lift of the P-250 pump can be increased up to 50 feet by
using a/an

(1) FP-180.

(2) peri-jet.

(3) submersible pump.
(4) single jet eductor.

12. Without a suction, the P-250 pump should never run longer than

(1) 15 seconds.
(2) 30 seconds.

(3) 45 seconds.
(4) 60 seconds.

13. The fuel oil mixture for the P-250 pump is

(1) 1/2 pint of oil to 1 gallon ,of gas.

(2) ½ pint of oil to 6 gallons of gas.
(3) 1 pint of oil to 1 gallon of gas.
(4) 1 pint of oil to 6 gallons of gas.
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14. Foam applied to a Class B fire must be applied'

(1) off the overhead.
(2) just above the fire.

(3) directly at the fire.'

(4) off a vertical surface..

15. When a foam blanket is applied to a Class B fire,

shovld never be used.

(1) high velocity,fog

(2) PKP

(3) CO2 (

(4) HALON-1301
.

16. The valvej<st be opened in or.der to operate TAFES

from.the Aamage control deck.
.

L

(1)

,

niVogen
(2) blfre bal

(3) powertr
(4) marival control

(

17. TAFES is activated from the engineering spaces by
,

.(1) opening the green ball valve.

(2) opening the black ball valve.
(3) opening the manual control valve.
(A) pulling up the activating lever on the nitrogen bottle.

13. The proper flow rate setting for the AFFF nozzles for machinery spaces

is

(1) 30 'gallons per minute.

(2) 60 gallons per minute. .

(3) 95 gallons per minute.
(4) 125 gallons per minute.

19. The single AFFF hose reel on the damage control deck containt

feet of noncollapsible hoSe.

N\
;1) 50

,

(2) 75

(3) 100
(4) 125

20. In order to have both AFFF and PO aVailable at the twin hose reel in
the engineering spates, the operator must open the

(1) black ball valve.

(?) manual contrn1 valve.
(3) activating lever on the nitrogen bottle.
(4) green ball valve.



td. In preparing to fight a fire, the wearer of an OBA should set the time

at

(1) 15 miriutes.

(2) 30.minutes.

(3) 45 minutes.

(4) 60 minutes.

22. Which of the following is an indication that the chlorate candle in the

canister did not fire?

(1) The bottom of the canister is warm.

(2) There is too much air in the breathing bag.

(3) Smoke builds up in the face piece.

(4) Problems are encountered in breathing.

23. If, while wearing the OBA, the wearer finds it difficult to inhale, the

most probable cause is that the

(1) breathing bag is deflated.

(2) canister is not sealed properly.

(3) breathing bagcis over inflated.

(4) canister is' not operating properly.

24. The effect of CO2 on a Class C fire is that the CO2-WIlT

111 cool the fire.

(2) smother the fire.

(3) provide reflash protection.

(4) fail to extinguish the fire.

25. CO2 has an effective fire fighting range of from zero to

(1)* 4 feet.

(2) 5 feet.
(3) 6 feet.

(4) 7 feet.

26. Except in an emergency, a space that hp been flooded with CO2 should

remain closed for at least

(1) 15 minutes.
(2) 30 minutes.

(3) 45 minutesi
(4) 60 minutes:

27. PKP is safe and effective when used on Class

(1) A and B fires only.
(2) B and C fires only.

(3) C and D fires only.
(4) A, B, C, and 0 fires.



28. The main concern of a fit'-e party when fighting a weapon fire should be

to kRep the weapon cooled below
.

1
71) 150, degrees Fahrenheit.

(2) 200 degrees Fahrenheit.
(3) 250 degrees Fahrenheit.

(4) 300 degrees Fahrenheit.

29. Once a weapon fire is extinguished, the fire party should .

4,
(1) move back to a safe place and set the reflash watch.'

(2) use solid stream to push the weapon over the side. .

(3) apply a foam blanket over the weapon.

(4) leave water on the weapon until given directions by an explosive

expert.
,

30. Before a deep fat fryer fire can be extinguished, the first step that

must be taken is to

(1) place he dust cover securely on the fryer.

(2) man th5é total CO2 flooding system.

(3) secu a power to the fryer.

(4) sec re the Gaylord Hood.

11
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1. Heat is transmitted by conduction, convection, and

(1) radiation.
(2) ignition temperature.

(3) flash point.
(4) spontaneous combustiod.

?. One of the most recognizable characteristics of a Class B fire is its

smoke, which is colored

(1) white.
(2) black.

(3) blue.

(4) gray.
,

.,/

3 The most common Class 0 fire involves ignition of

(1) sodium.
(2) phosphorous.

(3) napalm.
(41 magnesium.

4 pumping the trash cans daily aboard ship is a good fire prevention

procedure.

(1) True

(2) False
-

5. Fire boundaries are set in order to

(1) prevent a fire from spreading to other compartments.

(2) establish a safe zone.

(3) designate an area for casualties.
(4) mark off a nonpassage area.

6. The two standard sizes of fire hoses aboard shtp are

(1) 3/4 inch and 1 inch.

(2) 1 inch and 2 inch.

(3) 11/4 inch and 21/4 inch.

(4) 2 inch and 3 inch.
)

7. The Navy all purpose nozzle has a three position bail. When the bail

is in the full forward position, the nozzle is

(1) op

(2) fog.

(3) solid stream.
(4) closed.

$
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3. How many lengths of fire hose should be at each fire station?

(1) 1,

(2) 2

(3) 3
(4) 4

9. The primary function of the P-250 pumis to

(1) dewater a flooded space.
(2) supply emergency fire fighting water.
(3) increase fire main pressure.
(4) decrease fire main pressure.

10. The 4)-250 pump is designed to tal(e a suction lift of flYom

(1) 10 to 16 feet.
(2) 16 to 20 feet.
(3) 20to 25 feet.
(4) 25 to 30,feet.

11. When the P-250 pump is used to dewater a flooded space, the water
should be free of

(1) dirt particles.
(2) oil.
(3) petal filings.
(4) all of the above.

12. Before the P-250 pump is secured, it should be flushed with

(1) low pressure air.
(2) salt water.
(3) 40 weight oil.
(4) fresh water.

13. The best operating pressure for the FP-180 is

(1) 50 to 65 psi.
(2) 65 to 75 psi.
(3) 75 to 175 psi.
(4) 95 to 185 psi.

S.

14. The Navy nozzle that gives the best grade of finished foam is the

,(1) Navy all purpose nozzle.
(2) fixed fog foam nozzle.
(3) mechanical foam nozzle.
(4) veri-nozzle.

..1



15. The Twin Agent Fire Extinguishing System (TAFES) involves the use of

two agents to extinguish a fire. These are PKP and

(1) CO2.

(2) AFFF.

(3) water.
(4) protein foam.

16. Once TAFES is charged, the f'irst step to be taken when using the Single

hose reel on the damage control dedk is to open the .

(1) hose reel cut-out valve.

(2) black ball valve.
(3) nitrogen valve.
(4). hytrol valve.

17. When TAFES is activat,:d by the manual control valve, the entire sysem

has

(1) both AFFF and PKP to one station only.

(2) both AFFF and PKP to all stations.

(3) PKP only to all stations.
(4) 'AFFF only to all stations.

R. The first step to take when Securing TAFES from machinery space is to

(1) bleed off the PKP,

(?) bleed off the AFFF.

(3) secure the powertrol valve.
(4) secure the nitrogen pressure.

10. The length of the AFFF and PKP hose on the double hose reel in the

enoineering spaces is

(1) 50 feet.

(2) 75 feet.
(3) 100 feet.

(4) 125 feet.

70. ,The OBA allows the wearer to

1,(1) fight fires underwater.

(2) breathe an independent source of oxygen.
(3) .see in a smoke filled compartment.
(4) dewater a compartment.

?1. Before inserting the canister into the Type A-4 OBA, the,wearer should

ensure that the OBA handle is

(1) all the way up.

(2) all the way down.
(3) centered on the breast plate assembly. \
(4) in any comfortable position.

So 74



22. If while wearing the'dBA, the Wearer finds it difficult to exhale, the

most probable cause is that the

(1)
(2)

(3)

(4T

breathing bag'is deflated.
canister is not sealed properly.
breathing bag is over inflated.
canister is not operating properly.

23. The function of the chlorate candle in the OBA canister is- to

(1) provisde'an initil supply of oxygen.

(2) activate the chemicals in the canister.

(3) furnish an'emergency supply of.oxygen.

(4) keep the faee piece from fogging up.

24. To extingOsh a fire, CO2 should be directed

(1)

(2)

(3)
(4)

above the flames.

at the flames.
at the base of the flames.
about 6 feet from the flames.

25. A 15 pound CO2 bottle will last about

(1)

(2)

(3)
(4)

20 seconds.

30 seconds.
40 seconds
60 seconds.

26. The CO2 hose and reel system is focated in the

p.

(1) computer room spaces.

(2) paint lockers.
(3) flammable liquid storerooms.

(4) engineering spaces.

PKP has an effective range of from 5 to

(1) 10 feet.

(2) 15 feet.

(3) 20 feet.
(4) 25 feet.

28. One agent which should never be applied on a burning weapon is

(1) high velocity fog.
(2) low velocity fog.

CO2.

(4) AFFF.
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)9 When approaching a weapon fire, the(fi,-e party should approach the fire

from the windward side

(II at a 45 degree angle.

(2) from the back of the weapon.

(3) from the front cif the weapon.

(4) from the most con:enient angle.

'(). Usino water on a deep fat fryer fire would

(1) cool the grgase to below flashpoint.

(2) cause the fire to flaMe up and spread.

(3) beat the flames dnwn.
(4) have no effect at all on the fire.

al,
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1. Heat is transmitted by conduction, convection, and

(1) radiation.
(2) ignition'temperature.
(3) flash point.
(4) spontaneous combustion.

One of the must recognizable characteristics of a Class B fire is its

smoke, which is colored

(1) white.

(2) black.
(3) blue.
(4) gray.

0

3. The most common Class D fire involves ignition of

(11 sodium.

(2) phosphorous.

(3) napalm.
(4) magnesium.

4. Dumping the trash cans daily aboard ship is a good fire prevention

procedure.

(1) True
(2) False

5. Fire boundaries are set in order to

(1) prevent a fire from spreading to other compartments.
(2) establish a safe zone.
(3) designate an area for casualties.
(4) mark off a.nonlAssage area.

6. The two standard .sizes of fire hoses aboard ship are

(1) 3/4 inch and 1 inch.
(2) 1 inch and 2 inch.

(3) PI inch and 21/2 inch.

(4) 2 inch and 3 inch.-

7 The Navy all purpose nozzle has a three position bail. When the bail
is in the full forward position, the nozzle is

(1) open.

(2) fog.

(3) solid stream.
(4) closed.



8. How many lengths of fire hose should be at each fire station?

(1) 1

(2) 2

(3) 3
(4) 4

9. The primary function uf the-P-250 pump is to

(1) dewater a flooded space.
(2) supply emergency fire fighting water.
(3) increase fire main pressure.
(4) decrease fire main pressure.

10. The P-250 pump is designed to take a suction. lift of from

(1) 10 to 16 feet.

(2) 16 to 20 feet.

(3) 20 to 25 feet.
(4) 25 to 30 feet.

1

11. When the P-250 pump is used to dewater a flooded space, the water
should be free of

(1) dirt particles.
(2) oil.

(3) metal filings.
(4) all of the above.

12. Before the P-250 pump is secured, it should be flushed with

(1) low pressure air.
(2) salt water.
(3) 40 weight oil.
(4) fresh water.

13. The best operating pressure for the FP-180 is

(1) 50 to 65 psi.
(2) 65 to 75 psi.
(3) 75 to 175 psi.
(4) 95 to 185 psi.

14. The Navy nozzle that gives the best grdde of finished foam is the

(1) Navy all purpose nozzle.
(2) fixed fog foam nozzle.
(3) mechanical foam nozzle.
(4) veri-nozzle.
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15. The Twin Agent Fire Extinguishing System (TAFES) involves the use of
two agents to extinguish a fire. These are PKP and

(1) CO2.

(2) AFFF.
(3) water.
(4) protein foam.

16. Once TAFES is charged, the first step to be taken when using the single
hose reel on the damage control deck is to open the

(1) hose reel cut-out valve.
(2) black ball valve.
(3) nitrogen valve.
(4) hytrol valve.

17. When TAFES is activated by the manual,control valve, the entire system
has

(1) both AFFF and PKP to one station only.
(2) both AFFF and PKP to all stations.
(3) PKP only to all stations.
(4) AFFF 'only to all stations.

18. The first step to take when securing TAFES from machinery space is to

(1) bleed off the PKP.
(2) bleed off the AFFF.
(3) secure the powertrol valve.
(4) secure the nitrogen pressure.

19. The length of the AFFF arid PKP hose on the double hose reel in the
engineering spaces is

(1) 50 feet.
(2) 75 feet. .

(3) 100 feet.
(4) 125 feet.

20. The'OBA allows the wearer to

(1) fight fires underwater.
(2) breathe an independent source of oxygen.
(3) 'see in a smoke filled compartment.
(4) dewater a compartment.

(IrE7'Before inserting the canister into the Type A-4 OBA, the wearer should
ensure that the OBA handle is

(1) all the way up.
(2) all the way down.
(3) centered on the breast plate aisembly.
(4) in any comfortable position.

80



22. If while wearing the OBA, the wearer finds it difficult to exhale, the
most probable cause is that the

(1) breathing bag is deflated. .

(2) canistef is not sealed properly.
(3) breathing bag'is over inflated.
(4) canister is not operating properly.

- 23. The function of the chlorate candle in the OBA canister is to

(1) provide an initial supply of oxygen.
(2) activate the chemicals in the canister.
(3) furnish an emergency supply of oxygen.
(4) keep the face piece from fogging up.

24. To extinguish a fire, CO2 should be directed

(1) ,above the flames.
(2) at the flames.
(3) at the base of the flames.
(4) about 6 feet from the flames.

25. A 15 pound.0O2 bottle will last about

(1) 20 seconds.

(2) 30 seconds.
(3) 43 seconds
(4) 60 seconds.

26. The CO2 hose and reel system is located in the

(1) computer room spaces.
(2) paint lockers.
(3) flammable liquid storerooms.
(4) engineering spaces.

27. PKP has an effective range of from 5 to

(1) 10 feet.
(2) 15 feet.

(3) 20 feet.
(4) 25 feet.

28. One agent which should never be applied on a burning weapon is

(1) high velocity fog.

(2) low velocity fog.
(3) CO2.
(4) AFFF.

4 81
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29. When approaching-a weapon fire, the fire party should approach the fire
from the windward side

(1) at a 45 degree angle.

(2) from the back of the weapon.
(3) from the front of the weapon.
(4) from-the most convenlent-an-gle.

30:- Using water on a deep fat fryer fire would

(1) cool the grease to below flashpoint.
(2) cause the fire to flame up and spread.
(3) beat the flames down.
(4) have no effect at all on the fire.

f
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1. The three elements necessary to create and sustain a fire are fuel,

oxygen, and

(1) vapors.

(2) smoke.

(3) heat.
(4) flash point.

A Class A fire is best extinguished by

(1) smothering it.

(2) veating it.

(3) deenergizing it.
(4) cooling it.

3. A Class C fire involves the ignition of

(1) burnable liquids.
(2) burnable metals.

(3) electrical equipment.
(4) insulation.

4. The best extinguishing agent to use on a Class D fire is

(1) CO2.

(2) PKP.

(3) water.
(4) AFFF.

5. Which of the following represents good fire prevention aboard ship?

(1) Keeping storage areas neat
(2) Reporting electrical damage
(3) Wiping up fuel spillage

(4) All of the above

6. There are two types of fire boundaries, primary and

(1) back-up.

(2) secondary.
(3) safe zone.
(4) buffer zone.

L.



7. The standard length of fire hoses is

(1) 25 feet.

(2) 50 feet.

(3) 75 feet.

(4) 90 feet.

8. The three sizes of applicators are

(1) 3 feet, 6 feet, and 10 feet.

(2) 4 feet, 8 feet, and 10 feet.
(3) 4 feet, 10 feet, and 12 feet.
(4) 6 feet, 10 feet, and 12 feet.

9. The best grade of finished foam is a mixture consisting of

(1) 92% water and 8% foll and air.
(2) 94% water and 6% foam and air.
(3) 96% water and 4% foam and air.
(4) 98% water and 2% foam and air.

10. The P-250 pump is cooled by

(1) water.

(2) air.

(3) oil.

(4) a built-in cooling system.

11. The suction lift of the P-250 pump can be increased up to 50 feet by
using a/an

(1) FP-180.

(2) peri-jet.
(3) submersible pump.
(4) single jet eductor.

12. Without a suction, the P-250 pump should never run longer than

(1) 15 secobds.
(2) 30 seconds.

(3) 45 seconds.
(4) 60 seconds.

13. The fuel oil mixture for the P-250 pump is

(1) 1/2 pint of oil to 1 gallon of gas.

(2) 1/2 pint of oil to 6 gallons of gas.

(3) 1 pint of oil to 1 gallon of gas.
(4) 1 pint of oil to 6 gallons of gas.



14. Foam applied to a Class B fire must be applied

(1) off the overhead.
(2) just above the fire.
(3) direCtly at the fire.
(4) off a vertical surface.

15. When a foam blanket is applied to a Cjass 8 fire,
should never be used.

(1) high velocity fog
(2) PKP

(3) CO2

(4) HALON-1301

16. The valve must be opened in order to operate TAFES
from the damage control deck.

(1) nitrogen
(2) blue ball

(3) powertrol
(4) manual control

TAFES is activated from the engineering spaces by

(1) opening the green ball valve.
(2) opening the black ball valve.
(3) opening the manual control valve.
(4) pulling up the activating lever on the nitrogen bottle.

lg. The proper flow rate setting for the AFFF nozzles for machinery spaces
is

(1) 30 gallons per minute.
(2) 50 gallons per minute.
(3) 95 gallons per minute.
(4) 125 gallons per minute.'

19. The single AFFF hose reel on the damage control deck contains
feet of noncollapsible hose.

(1) 50

(2) 75

(3) 100
(4) 125

O. In order to have both AFFF and.PKP available at the twin hose reel in
the engineering spaces, the operator must open the

(1) black ball valve.
(2) manual control valve.
(3) activating lever on the nitrogen bottle.
(4) green ball valve.
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21. In preparing to fight a fire, the wearer of an OBA should set the time

at

(1) 15 minutes.

(2) 30 minutes.

(3) 45 minutes.
(4) 60 minutes.

4
22. Which of the following is an indication that the chlorate candle in the

canister did not fire?

_

(1) The bottom of the canister is warm.
(2)_ There is too much air in the breathing bag.
(3) Smoke builds up in the face piece.
(4) Problems are encountered in breathing.

23. If, while wearing the OBA, the wearer finds it difficult to inhale, the

most probable cause is that the,

(1) breathing bag is deflated.
(2) canister is not sealed properly.
(3) breathing bag is over inflated.
(4) canister is not operating properly.

24. The effect of CO2 on a Class C fire is that the CO2 will

(1) cool the fire.
(2) smother the fire.
(3). provide reflash protection.
(4) fail to extinguish the fire.

25. CO2 has an effective fire fighting range of from zero to

(1) 4 feet.
(2) 5 feet.

(3) 6 feet.
(4) 7 feet.

26. Except in an energency, a space that has been flooded with CO2 should
remain closed for at least

(1) 15 minutes.
(2) 30 minutes.
(3) 45 minutes.
(4) 60 minutes.,

27. PKP is safe and effective when used on Class

(1) A and B fires only.
(2) B and C fires only.
(3) C and D fires only.
(4) A, B, C, and D fires.
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28. The main concern of a fire party when fighting a weapon fire should be
to keep the weapon cooled below

(1) 150 degrees Fahrenheit.

(2) 200 degrees Fahrenheit;
(3) 250 degrees Fahrepheit.
(4) 300 degrees Fahrenheit.

19. Once'a weapon fire is extinguished, the fire party should

(1) move back to a safe place and set the reflash watch.
(2) use solid stream to push the weapon over the side.
(3) apply a foam blanket over the weapon.
(4) leave water on the weapon until,given directions by an explosive

expert.

30. Before a deep fat fiver fire can be extinguished, the first step that
must be taken is tp ,

(I) place the dust cover securely on the fryer.
1 (2) man the total CO2 flooding system.

(3) secure power to the fryer.
(4) secure the Gaylord Hood.

II I. I
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#

.What are the stzes of the Navy all Orpose noizie?

2 inch
B. 11/2 inch

C. 21/2 inch

-D. Both E%and,;;

4

2. Who orders a, refl ash cyatch set?
.

Is

A.' Chief .Engineer
B. On Scene Leader 4

C.' DCA
D. No. 1 Nozileman

% ,
, _

A
3 . What type or types of portable eductors are used in' ttle,N v

. .-,

9> A. Bilge eductor , .

&
B. S-Type eductor and Peri-Jet
C. PE-250

. , ,

.
.

,

4.-. Who gives the permission to 'use' installed veriti 1 ation system for'

Desmoking? . ....

..

-.

, '

Vca

A. Chief Engineer
B. .Q.amage Control Ass,istant

C. Electrician .

.

D.r On Scene Leader

t

'

.14,

5. HQW long will the 15 lb..00-2 fire.extinguisher last under continuous
operation? 4

A. 2 Minutes,
B. 30 seconds
C. 40 seconds

6. What is the maximum effective range of a 15 lb. C0L2 extinguisher? 2

A.- io feet
B: 3 feet.;
C. 5 feet

-

7. When should investigators wOrk in pairs?
,

4

A. During the first investigation only
B. During secondary sur;./ey

C. During any investigation . - ""

. 91
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...II. ;

, . What:is the proper procedure for setting.the ttpir4r on th OBA?
,,..,..,

4 0. ' Both A and B

Investigators are pot required to wear, OBAs.

A. 'Turn to .30.4minutes _and back to 20 minutes -

B.. Turn to'45 minutes and back to 20 minutes
C.Turn to 60,mjnuto and batk to 45 minutes

.
.

111

9.. The Injine fqam inductor is designed to ihject 6 percent AFFF

concentrate into'sew water with inlet pressureAt:

A, 160 180.PS'I

1 I. B. 100 - 200 PSI

C. 160 -'180
-100 - .20(141b.

O. Hciw>Jong wilrgad 18 lb. PKP

.A. 10 - 20 min.

B. 18 - 20 thin.

C. 10 1'20 get.

Q. 29,,tec.

extinguisher last in continuous. operation?'"

11. Wt;at is the,purpose.of,the exPlosivemeter?

.

A. Test for oigen
.B. .Test for Naptha gases

C. .Test,for contentratiOns,of flammable gases and vapor,.,

D. None above N.

12. What pressurq, on.the nitrogen Minder on a twin agebf unit

, located in &Alain spade?
,

A. 1200 - 1850

B. 2200 :3G00
C. 1500 - 2215

D. 210 - 230

13: The fire fighter mUgt kn6W'WhatSituatio ns

attion?

. A. Location of fire,' and whit is burning

. B. What is the extent of the fire .

C. Are 6BAs required'

exis.c before-he car take

/

A. l'rue',

,* B. False

.92
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.

15, During 'a "HOT-..'DOOR ENTRY'f which side' of .the door inug,t the Np. 1

Nozzleman stand? ., - 1 1

44.

A. Hinge 0-zie
. /.-

B. Open sige
. C. Makes no ,difference

16. When txtingui shing a Deep. F. at Fry(frer''Firewhat is the first thing that,

must be done?

,

2

.

17.

'18.

.4;

19.

A. Apply' PO and high velocity
B. Secure ventilatign damper, and electrical.0* to deep

fryer ,, If

C. Apply NCR
D. :Apply PKyand low velocity fo-g.

Wlien the timer 'bell rings---at zero, _the' user shou d return. tq.
innediately, even =if work is not finished.

.
,

A. True. .
B. False .

.. ..s.

i . . .,...
. ,

Prior to placing alccanister. into-the OBA body,:what must :you

check for? 1
. - ,

,
.

0

7Pull membly.ls ihtact.%
B. Pull tab a'ssembly is tompletelY.:removed..

',X. Co ete copper and a good rubbei-. gaskdt i,s visible
ip

D. oth B. and C *
does the message iymbol dniean?

fat-
,

qr.

fresh air

.
.

first

I

on

hat

.40

Ake,''Br'avo" fir.do is revorted0

B. "BRAVO" fire is out ,

G. "BRAVO" fire is-under.'control
131. Reflash watch is set

%. 20.. This quetion requires you to. select the proper sequence for donning a
,

A-4 face-piece.. Place. cqrrespo'hdpg letter A thru G in correct '
.

..
. / . .

sequencei .- . .

.

A. Tighten side straps ' 0

..) .

B. LodrAn straps all. the Way ,

. C. Tigen lower neck straps
feb. Insert face into facepjece, chin ffrst'

' E. Tighteri 'top, strap'
F. Repeat A and C. 1

G. .Checkfor 'seal ' . .

a) D,B,A;CtE,F, AND G
b) B,D;A,CcF,E, AND G

' c) B,D,C,A,F,E, AN G

d) B,D,E,A,C,F, A 0,G51
goo.

A /93
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1. What class of fire is AFFF normally used for?
_

A. ALPHA FIRE
' B. BRAVO FIRE

C. CHARLIE FIRE

-%*

'IO.actuate a.PKP unit,.you do il except:

A. Break wire seal and pull gUard free:

. B. Lif up on the qpicic opning,levef.
., C. Bath A & B

.

D.
-

D Open Bldck Ball Valve.
t _

. , .
. ,

, .

3. When using a solid water stream it aces in the following manner;

N. Temporarx smotherill .

B. Permanent .Smothering ' .-

C.: Wetting, coblihgc and'shielding
D. Wetting, penetrating and cooling

4. ,After the alariii is s ded for a Fire all are done except: 0

A.rlsolate the fire '

B. Leadout one hose
C.. Deenergize electrical*circuits
D. Bring Required Equipment

5. When Oe Twin Agent Unit is lite off from the DC deck, what must' you tlo
before you car) use the simgle agent hose reel on the DC deck?

.

:A. Open 3-way interlockvalve
,

B. Clase PowertrOl Valye _ .
.

.

.

.

C. Open cut out valve to hose
..

.. ;

b. _None above .,.

% .
. ,.......j 0

. .

6: When overhauling a bla4s Charlie Fire the overhaul man should:

A. Secure power in area
EL Assist the electrician,asneqessary
G. Report directly to the Scene Leader

,7. To expAite'investigation' it 4s okay for the investigator's to separate
frm each,other and without the.assistance bf proOerly equipped

.messengers.'.

c I

A. True
B. False

."

V

S.

;

1

t
I . o

.1 .1_1.

I . . 95 li.)
.1

.,1

.
I ,

I
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8. Some of the things-an investigator would look for are;

A. Fire Y

B. Flooding
C. PersonnelCasualties -,

*1 D.' All the above
. -1

.
,

, $

9. The entifT OBA'will be donned,'activated and- operationally checked in
an-e,tmosphere that is:

.4 l :

A. Toxic . : , .A
:

:.
) B... Contaminated

C. %nen' Deficient .t,

I. I D. None of the above

et

%

.71ct

4

10. The followfng are Principles of Investigation except:.

A. Investigation must be thorough'

B.Conducted.with caution and Must:be clearly and quickly
i-eported

:C. Make one round to chedk for damage and report to on scene
leaderto help with hoses. , .

'D. Repeat investigation -
. A

When ihserting a canister int the A-4 OBA th'e bail mUst be in the "UP
and Loc6ee position.

"

- A. True
:

.

B. .False
.

.

12. How long will a five gallop can of AFFF last when used in a'FP-180*foam ,
.

. proportioner?
,

, A. 90 Seconds
4

. B. 3 - 4 minutes
..

C. 1 hour .

/

.
A

-.13. What i5 the minimum aeceptable amount of oxygen required in a
cpmpartm4nt to .support life?

A. 16%
7 B. 18%

C. 20% .

D. 21%
S.

14. What.position wguld you place the bail 'on an all purpqse nozzle to get
5 solid stream?

A. All the way forward
.B. Mid-way

All the way back
. .4

I '

16 . . $

. I ,: 4.. ,
':o.%

.

ift
. , , ' ' 44 0

, .

4
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15. When testing the'spce after a fire, which instwent is used first?

A. Dragger )

B. Combystible Gas Indicator (ExplosiTeter)
C. Oxygen Inditator 1

D. Fleme safety lamp

Wien lighting off .1,he twin agent system from the Auxilary Engine Room,

which of the following do you,perform? *,

A. 'lift Ciuick. actifig lever or nitrogen cylinder
.

.

- B. Open hose reel cut out valve
sC. Break-lead 40re seal and remove afety clip '

.. ,

. D. All ofthe above,(A1-8, & C) t

E. Both Al C , - -
.

-..

,

17. , Who does.the electrician report to after seCuringelectrical power 'to a,

.space?' . , ,v 1

.

.
.

A.-.Invekigators
13'. Scene Leader-4

... ..

C. .0verhaul man .
. , .

...18. On a Fuel Oil S:piay Flre in the Auxil4ry Engine Room, who shuts town

the "Emergency Stops?
.

. .

,
,

. .

),

A. On Scene Leader .
--, , ,

4r B..' No. 1 NozzleMan .
.

.

C. No. 1 Investigator . .

, D. AcCessman
"

19: How isvexcess'okygen t'-eleased from the A-4 OBA?
4

4

14
S. breaking seal on facepiece . t A

B. 'Disconnecting breathing tube hoses from fadeplaCe . 6

C. rulling the "Tab" on the vent'valve.

20. :-''Select the proper sequence to .manually start the A-4 OBA.
0 ,

A. Deflate bags by pressing op right side of bags.

B. Break seal on ficepiece by inserting orie finger between
facepiege and face .*

C. Grasp both breatbing tubes Ad queeze firmly to close off'

air flow to bags, .

D. Inhale

E. Repeat cycle until bottom Of gar:lister is warm
F. Exhale

G. Réleasebreathin4bes,.repove finger

H. Continue cyc)e until bags are fu14

a) B,D,C,G,F,A,E, AND H-
b).D,B,C,G,F,H,A, AND E
c) B,C,D,G,F,H,A, AND E .

C,B,D,G,FiA,E, AND H .

'

4

97 ).#.)

e
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1. 'What class of fire ts'AFFF normally used for?4

A. AtPHA FIRE
B. BRAVO FIRE
C. CHARLIE FIRE

.2. To.acfuap a PKP unit,-you do all except:

A. Break wire seal and pull guard free.
B. Lift up on the quick opening leverp
C. Both A gt B-

D. rOpen Black Ball Valve.

3. -When qsing water strea/ th it acts in the folowing manner:
r

A. Temp orary smOthening
B. -PermaElent smotheriflg

C. WetOlg, cooling, and shielding
D. -Wetting, Penetyleting and.cooling

4. After the alarm is sounded for Fire all are doneeXcept:

P

A. Isolate the fire
B. Lead out one hose
. Yeenergize eTectrical circuits
D. Bring Required Equipment

5. When the Twin Agefit Unit isr lite off from the DC deck, what"must-you do
tlefort you can use the single agent hose reel on the DC deck?

A. Open 3-way nterlock valve °-

Powertrol Valve!
Open cut out'valve to'hose

D. None above

6. When overhauling a Class Charlie Fire the.overhaul man shotild:

A. Secure power in erea .

B: Assist the electrician as necessary
C. 'Report directly to the Scene Leaden' r,

7.. To expedite investigation it is okay for the inVestigators to separate
from each other and without the assistance of properly equipped
messengers. -

A. 'True

B. False

8. Some of the things.an investigator would look for are:

1 A. Fire
B. Flooding

. C. Personnel Casualt ies
D. All the Above

99 1 4 :
' t.1
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0
9. The entire:OBA will 106 donned, actpated and operationaily Checked in

an Atmosphere that is: .

A. Toxic' .

A.
B. Contaminated
C. ,Oxygen Deficient
Q. None 'of the above

10. The following are Principles of .Investigation extept:

A.' Investigation' must be thorough
B. Conducted mith oaution and must be clearly and quickly

reported
C. Make ond round to check fow damage and report to on scene

, 'reader to -help with hoses .

D. Repeat investigation

11. When inserting a canister into the A-4 OBA the bail must be in the "Up
andfLocked" position:

True
B. False-.

,*
:

12. .How long will.a fiVe gallon.ch of AFFF last when used.in a FP-180 foam
proportioner?,

A. 'ibo Seconds
. B. 3 - 4 minutes

C. 1 hour

opt13. Whatis the minimum acceptable Amount of oxygen required in a

compartment to support life?

A. 16%
B. 18%
C. 20%
D. 2).%

14. What,position woUld you place the bail on an'411 purOose nozzle to get
a solid strem?

A. All the way forward
B. Mid-way
C. All the way.back

.1
15: When testing the space.after a fire, which nstrument is used firsO

A. Dragger
B. Combustible Gas IndicatOr (ExplAivometer)
C. ftygen Indicator
D. Flame safety Tamp
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16. When lighting off the fWin'agent system from the Auxilary Engine Room, 4,

which Of the following do you perform? .

, ,

A. Lift quick acting leve'r'or nitcogencylinder ,

B. Open hose reeltut out valve
C. Break lead wire seal wand remove safety c lip

'D.' All bf the above (A, B, & C)
E. Both A & C .

tio

.4

17. Who does the electrician report to after securing elfxtrical power tO a-

space? ..-

r,

A. Investigators
S. Scene Leader
C. Overhaul man

18.' Oñ a Fuel Oil Spratpil in the Auxilary EnginOooM,4.who shuts down
the "Emergency Stops"?'

A: On Sceneleader
B. No. 1 Nozzleman
C. No. 1 Investigator
D. Acces,sman" -

,

19. How ii excess!oxygen released from the A-4

A. Breaking seal on facepiece
B. Disconnecting breathing tube hoses from facepiqte

C. Pulling the "Tabu'on the vent4valve..

20. Select the proper sequence to manually start the*A-4 OBA.

....A. Deflate basg by pressing on right side of bags .
.

B. Break seal on facepiece by inserting one finger between
. facepiece4and face

C. Grasp both'breathing tubes a nd squee7e firmly to close off

. air flow to-sbags

D. Inhale

E. Repeat cycle until bottom of canister is warm
-

F. txhale
G. Release breathing "tithes, remove finger

H. Continue cycle untig bags are full

a) B,D,C,G,F,A,E, AND H.
b) D,B,C,G,F,H,A, ND E
c) B,C,D,G,F,H,A, AND E

. d) C,B,D,G,F,A,E, AND H
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1. What are the sizes of the Navy all purpose nozzle?
/

A. 2 inch
B.' 11/2 inch

C. 21/2 inch

D. Both B and C

2. Who orders a reflash watCh set?

A. Chief Engineer
B. On Scene Leader
C. DCA
D. No. 1 Nozzleman

3. What type or types of Portable eductors are used in the Navy?

A. Bilge eductor
B. S-Type eductor and Peri-Jet
C. PE-250

4. Who gives the permission to use installed ventilation system for

Desmoking?

A. Chief Engineer
B. Damage Control Assistant
C. Electrician
D. On Scene Leader

'

5. How long will the 15 lb. C0-2 fire extinguisher liast under .continuous

operation?

A. 2 Minutes
B. 30 seconds
C. 40 seconds

6. What is the maximum effective range of.a 15 lb. CO-2 atinguisher?

A. 10 feet
B. 3 feet

C. 5 feet

7. When should investigators work in pairs?

A. During the first investigation only' 41/2

B. During secondary survey
C. During any investigation

0

8. What is the proper procedure for setting the timer On thd OBA7

A. Turn to 30 minutes and back to 20 minutes
B. Turn to 45 minutes and back to 20 fiinutes
C. Turn to 60 minutes and back to 45 minutes

103
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9. The Inline'foam inductor is de-signed to,jnject 6 percent AFFF
concentrate into sea water with inlet ftesture at:

A. 160 - 180 PSI r.

B. 100 - 200 PSI

C. 160 - 180 lb.
D. 100 - 200 lb.

10. ,How long will An 18 lb. PKP extinguish'er Jest in cohtinuous operation? ,

A. 10 - 20 min:
B. 18 - 20 min. 4p

C. 10 - 20 sec.
D. 18 %! ft) sec.

11. What is the purpave of the explpivemeter?

A. -Test for oxygen
B. Test for Naptha gases

C; Test for concentrations of flammible gases and vapors
D. None above

.

1. What'is the.pressure on the Trogen cylinder on a twin agent uni1(.
located in a Main space?

A. 1200 - 1850
B. 2200 - 3000

C. 1500 - 2215
D. 210 -230

4 ,

.13. The fire fighter must know what situations exist before he can take
action?

A. Location -of fire, and what i5 burning
B. What is the extent of the.fire
C. Are 06As required AN

D. Both A and B

14. Investigators are not required to.wear OBAs.

A. True

IZ1

4 B. False

15. 'During a "HOT DOOR ENTRY" which side of the doormust the No. 1

Nozzleman stand'?

A. Hinge side
B. Open,side

C. Makes no difference

r
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Technical Report 142

16. When extinguishing a Deep Fat Fryer Fire, what is the first thing lhat

mitt be done?

A. Apply P.KP and..high velocity.fog . )

B. Secure ventilation daMperand electrKal power to deep fat"-

Oyer
C. pply PKP only
D. Apply PKP and low velocity fog:

1.7. When the timer.bell rings at zero, the user-shoUld return to fresh air

immediately, even if work is not finished.

A. 'Trud7
B. False

48. Prior to placing a canis,ier into the OBA'body, what must-you first

check.for?.

A. Pull tab assembly is ifipct.

B. Pull tab assembly is'completely removed.

C. Complete. copper seal and a good rubber gasket is visible A
top

D. Both FT afid C

19. What does the message symb"0-1A:mean?----

A. -"Bravo" fire is reported'

B. "BRAVO" fire i5s out

C. "BRAVO" fire is under contro3

Reflash watch is set .

2O. This question requires you to select the proper sequence for donnin

A-4 Tace-piece. Place correspbnding letter A thru G in correct

sequence:

A. Tighten side straps
A

NB. Loosen straps all the way

C. \Tighten lower neck straps
D, Insert face into facepiece, .chin first

E. Tighten top strap
F. Repeat A and C
G. ' Check for seal

a) D,B,A,C,E,F, AND G
b) B,D,A,C,F,E, AND G
c) B,D,C,A,F,E, AND G.
d) B,D,E,A,C,F, AND G

4

4
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ST1JOEK1 FIRE FIGHYIN9,TAAINING QUESTIONNAIRE-

/ P .

Social Security Number.

. I

Rate .

FORM.A

ir
Ship Assigned

, .

Station at: 1. -General Quarters

2. Condition Three

I'

: This questionnaire wt11-Nbe used to determine the degree of confidence

and attitudes toward fire fighting training that stuknts have concerning

their ability to fight a shipboard fire. Answers to fhis questionnaire 0411

be used.to insure that training programs for shiRboardfire'fighting

requirements Meet student needs as'well as fleet'needs. Every effort wiii19

bt made to insure indivtdual answers remain Confidential and will not be

made a part of any of your records. Please.respond to each item,using your

own best judgment or opinion.

4.



This set of statements deals with Wow cOnfide9tyoU ac'e of your ab.ility to

perform,fities in fighting a fjte aboard your ship, Please mark the number that

-best describes your feelingcabout each of the statements.

. i
Less Not

,... Extremely Considerably Than At All

Confident LConfident Confident Confident Confident

1. I could selot
,the proper fire .

fighting equipment. . (1) (2)

I 9. 1 cOuld use the
.

. prbper fire fight-
ing equipment... (1) (2)9f (3)' (4) , i(5)j

..

. .

'3: I could select*the

praler 'extinguish-

ing'agents, (1)

1

(2)%

4. Iscould prop erly

. apply the correct
. 0

extinguishing 1

. agents. , r- (1) (?,)

5. I could putllirpo:-

,

sonal protective'fire
fighting clothing
and equipment. t 0/7 (2)

1 /
i

6. I couA use personal
protective fire
fighting equipment. . (I). (2)

7. I could perform .
.

, duties Oose'to the
flames in a severe
fire and smoke-filled
com (1)artment. ..- '(2)

8: I ,Gould do a better

job of fighting an
actual fire than'

most ofiny shipmates. (1) (2)

9. I can perform my
watch and work station

duties better.than
most of my shipmates

af equal.rating.

..

e

0 .

,;:S

(3)

.(3).

(3)

(3)

.6 .

(3)

(3)

(3)

.,

'.

..

(4)

;(4)

(4i.

(4)

.(4)..

(4)

(4)

r

(5).

(5)

(5)

(5)

(5)

(5)

(5)

c,

.

AS
..P

.
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This g.et of guetions eals with how helpfui" you think fire fighting

.tratning and assignments ar for insuring. the- safety of your ship'as well as

I:4ing beneficial to your"Navy career.

10. How helpful are

, Extremely Very Of Little Not At All

Helpful Helpful Helpful 'Help Helpful

Practice fire drills
to insurft+thltpeople
Amster at*theq''' .

assigned stationsj ,..-- I .

t

112 [46W helpful is

ybur shipboard
training to teach
people proper methchIS

for fighting a fire? (1)

12. How hqjpful are
iiN)orIT pr'actide

fireArills to insure
that people knew
the-proper methods

.0

/

, -
.

d
.

.., .

(2)- ''(.3). (4) (5)

(2) . *(3) (4) (5)

. for ftighting a fire? (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

13. How helpful are
4, regular (underwd:

p prktice fire drills
.. ,40 insure that,penple

know the proper Methods

.

, for,fightirl a fire? (1) (2) (3)* -- (4) (5)
Jo

a

1.

1.4. How helpful is
assignment to an
in-port fire party
for yobr next
promotion?

15. How,helpful is
assIgnment to a
regular (underway).
fire party for
your next promotin? (1)' (2) . (3) 1 (4) "(5)

16. How helpful is assign-
ment to an "in-port"
fire party for showing
your skills and,.
abilities to your .

supervisors? (1) (2)

tt.

,(1) (2) (3 (4) '. (5)

109

(3) (4) (5)
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f,

Extremely ' Very 2 , Of Cittle ,Not At All

1 Helpful Helpfuf Helpful Hefp . .Helbful
-,-

,..

'17. How helpful is ,

assignment.to a
requl.ar (underway), .

f4rP party for showjnq .

your skill,s_and - .
. ' -

Ailities to'your 1 , /
/ 4. C. . .

supervisors T . .

,
. .

.'18: dlow helpfml is
assignment to an
tn-port fire party
.to show your.
shipmates you have

special s011s
and.abilities?

19.: How helpful is
assignment to a

, regular (4nderWay)
fire partyA shpw
Your shipmates
you'Mave'special

444

skills and
_

.... abilitits?

.,w

,. . (1)

,.,

...

(1):

t

(1)

: ()

(2).

;

(2)

t.

11'

110

*)f

.
(%3) (4) . . ,(5)

.

t

.

N. (4)

N

'.\

1

(3). (4) (5)

ft

-N.

tJ
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The next statemehts deal.wsith whetKer assignment to a fire party aboard your

, ship is a desirable assignment'. n'

Very'
Desirable

20. How would you
consider assign-
ment to an
in-port,fire.

party?

21. How would you
consider assfgn-
ment to a regular
(undeVway) fire.

1
party?

22 How do you
consider assign-
ment-to this

Tor

(1)

course fire
fighting training? (1)

w

y.

N 'ther
Des rable

or , . Vecy

Desirable Undesirable Undesirable,&desit'able

s (2) (3) ,(4).4

,

.

(2)
r ,

V
(4). (5) 1-,(3)

V

(2') (3) (4) (5)

.C)

fe)

a
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4

The following paired statements det1 with what are considered
A\lopropriate objectives in fighting a'fire. Please sele t,one objective, from

each pair.4at you_consider As most important. Mark.the item in each pair

that you feel js most important, Although sOme pairs may appear equally'

.imporstant you must select one item 'only feDm each pair.

23. '(:): Contain/extinguish the fire

(. Protect myself from risk of 1 injury
.

, .

?4% (
). Prevent further dama9e to the ship thatimy result from fire

. fighting efforts (for example, flooding)
.

( ) Remove/provide injured personhelwith medical assistance

?5. ( ) Protect myself from risk of personal injury

( ) Protect others in the fire partyfrom injury
d

( ) Remove/provide injured perspnnel with medical assistance

( ) :Contain/extinguish the fire

27. ( ) Protect others in the fire party from injury. ,

( ) .Prevent further damage to the shtp that May'result from fire

fig-httng efforts (for example, flooding)

28. ( ) Remove/provide injured personnel with medicaf\assistance

( ) Protect myself from risk of personal injury

!.

29. ( ) Contain/extinguish the fire

( ) Protect others in

fr

he fire party from injury

j30. ( ) Protest myself m risk of personal injury

.
( ) Prevent further,damage to the ship that may result from fire

fighting efforts (for example, flooding)
. .

. ,
r
C\\

dir 3'.. ( ) Protect others in the fire party from injury

( ) ' Remove/provide injured pesonnel with medical assistance
4.

3?...( )
Prevent further damage to the ship tt.Qt may result frowLfire

,
fight4ng e'ffbrts (for expple, flooding)

(. ) 'Contain/extinguish thefire ,

Itki .'

4

.1

112
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STUDENT 'FIRE FIGHTING tRAINING QUESTIONNAIRE'

,
FORM D

4 .

.

Social Security Number

°- Rate

'hipssigned

Station at: .1, General Quarters
4.

2. Condition...Three

This que'stionnaire will be used to determine the degree of confidence.

and attitudes towara fire fighting training that students have concerning

their ability to fight a shipboard fire. Answers to this cluestiOnnaire will

be-Used to insure that training programs for shipboard fire fighting

requirements, meet student needs a§ well as fleet needs. Every effort will

be made to insure individual answers remain confidential and will not be

made a part of any-of your records. Please respond to each item using your

own best judgment or opinion.

_"

*

*.

113 t p ,
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4.0

The followingkquestions identify your background and experience

con6erning ship6oard fire fighting. Please mark the'nlimber of the

appropriate answer.

1. Have you participated in fighting an actual shipboard fire?

(1) Yes

(2) No
I.

2. Had Au completed.a *formal shore tased training course in fire

fighting prior -to this course?

(1) Yes

(2) No

3. Have you ever been or are you now assigned to an "in-port" fire

party 4board your ship?

q (1) Yes

(2) No

4. Hovolong,have you been assigned to an "in-port" fire party aboard

your ship?

(1) Never been assigned

(2) Less than one week

(3) One week to one month
(4) One month to three months

(5) Over three months

5. Approximately. qowoften does the in-port fire party conduct

pi-actice drills aboard your ship?

(1) Do not conduct practice fire-drills

(2) Once a day

(3) Once a week
(4) Once a Month

( Don't know

6. Are practice drills for the in-pert fire party conducted with

equipment?

eft

Q.

) (1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Always
Usually
SelOoT
NeVer,

Don't know

4
imigoe"

7. Have you ever been or are you now assigned to a regular (underway)

fire party aboard your ship? 4 .

(1) YeS

(2) No

.

1 2 114
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8. How long have you been assigned to a r'egular (underway) fire party

aboard your: ship? )-

(1) Never begn assigned
(2) °Less than.one week
(3) One week to one month

At! (4) One month to three months

(5) Over three months

9. .Approximately how often does the regular fire party conduct

practice drills aboard your ship?

(1) Do not conduci practice fift drills

(2) Once a day 4

(3) Once a iveek

(4) Once a month

(5) Don't know
a

10: Are practice fir,e drills for the regular (underway).fire party

conducted with equipment?

-(1) Always .

(2) Usually

(3) Seldom
(4) .Never

(5) Don't know



1

This set of statements deals with how confident you are of your ability to

oerform duties in fighting a fire aboard your ship. Please mark the'number that

describes your feeling about each of the statements.

Less --NOt

Extremely Consideraply Th4n At All

Confident Confident Confident Confident Confident

II. I could select
the proper fire
fighting equipment

12. I could use the
proper fire fight-

ing equipment

13. I coulfi select the

proper extinguish-

ing a nts

14. I tould properly
apply the correct

extinguishing
agents

15. I could put on per-
sonal protective fire
fighting clothing
and equipment

16. I could use personal
protective fire

fighting equipment

17. I could perforTh
duties close to the
flames in vsevere
fire and smoka-filled
compartment

18. I coul0 do a better
job of fighting an
actual fire than
most of my shipmates

19. I can perform my
watch and work station
duties better than
most of my shipmates
of equal rating

,(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5).

(1) .(2) (3) (4)' (5)

(1) .(2) (3) (4) (5)

(1) -(2) (3) (4) (5)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)'

116



Thi.s set of questions deals with how helpful you think fire fi'ght.ing

training and assignments are for insuring the safety of your s44p,as well 'as

being beneficial to your Navy career. \
.

Extremely Very Of J.ittle Not,At All

Helpful Helpful Helpful -Help Helpful

20. How helpful are
practice fire drills

to insure that people
muster at their
assigned stations?

21. How helpful is
your shipboard
training to teach

people proper methods
for fighting,a tire?

22. How helpful are
in-port prctice
fire drills to insure

that people know
the proper methods
for fighting a fire?

23. How helpful are
regular (und&way)
practice fire drills .

(1) (2)

(1) (2)

(1)

i

(2)

(1) (2)

(1). (2)

(1) ) (2Y

(1) (2)

117

to' insure that people ,

know the proper methods
for fighting a fire?

24. How helpful is
assignment.to an
in-port fire party
for your next .

promotion?

25. How helpfül is
assignment to a

regular (underway)
fire party for
yourmext promotion?

_26, HOW-helpful- Ts atsign-
,- ment to an "in-port"

fire party for showing
your skills and
abilities to your

Supervisors?

KO'

(3) (4) (5)

(3) (4) (5)

(3) (4). (5)

a

(3) (4) (5)

.,' (3)

o

,t (4) (5)

(a) -'(4) (5).

(3) (4) (5)

123



17 How helpful is
ascignment to a
regular (underway)
fire party for showing

your'skillsand

Extremely Very Of Little. Not'At A11

Helpful Helpful Helpful Help Helpful

abilitivsoto your
supervisors*?

28. How helpful is
assignment.-to an

in-port fire party
tg show your .

shipmates you haye

special skills
and abilities?

?9. How helpful is
aisignment to a
regOlar (underway)

fire party to stow
your shipmates
ydu have special
skills and

44abilitiles?

.(1). (2) (3)- (4) (5)

(1.) (2) (3) (4) (5) =-

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Or

Pie

118



The next statements deal with wheth

( ship is a desirple assignment.

8.

r aSsignment to i fire partpaboard your
,

Neither'

Desirable
Ver

Desirable Desirable Undesirable Undesirable Undesirable

, .
.3 . How would you

corisider assign-

ment to an
in-port fire
party?

31. How would you.,
consider assign-
nent to a regular
(underway) fire

party?

32. HIN do-you
consider assisgn-
ment to this

course for fire
fighting training?

(1) (2) '( )

(1) (2) (3)

(1) (2) , (3)'

119

(4) (5)

(4) (5)



The foflowing paired,st'atements deal-with-0-A -arec-ofiiid&ed-iP0fOrlite'----

objectives in fighting a fire. Please selett One oWective from each pair that
.

. ,

c@nsider as moSt important._Aark the item in each pair that yop feel is Illost

important. Although some pairs may appev equally important you must select one
item only from each pair. -

_ l
. --117-31-1fireiWtsyprovid-e1TiSure-d gersonnerwthMdltAl-Agist-ance

( ). Prevent further damage to the ship that may resui%froM fire fighting
. - efforts

34. ( ) Protect myself from risk of personal injury

( ) Control/extinguith the fire
.,

15. ( ) PrvenOurther damage to the ship tilat may result from fire fighting
. . efforts (fdr example, flooding)
( ) Protect,others in the fire Party from injury

-.
lab

36. ( ) Cpotain/extinquish the fire

( ) Remove/provide injured personnel with medical assistatte
,

17. ?rotect others in the fire party from injury
( ) Protect myself from risk of personal injury

38. ( ) Contain/extinguish the fire

( ) Prevent further damage to the ship that may result from fire fightiA
efforts (for example, flooding)

39. ( ) Remove/provide,injured personnel with medical. assistance
( ) Protect others in the fire party from injury

40. (,) Prevent further damage to.the shipthat may result from fire fighting.
efforts (for example, flooding)

( ) Protect myself from risk of personal ihjpry

Protect others in the fire party fiTm injury
( ) Contain/extinguish the fire

4?. ( ) 'protect myielf from risk of personal injury

( ) Remove/provide injured pesonnel with medical assistance

120'
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STUDENT-FIRE FIGHTING TRAINING QUESTIONNAIRE

FORM G

Social Security Number

.Ratb

Ship Assigned',

Station al: 1. General-Quarters

: 2. Cqndition Three

This questionnaire willbe used to determine tHe degree of confidence

and attitudes toward fire fightingrAraining that students have concernim

their ability to fight a shipboard,fire. Answers to this queStionnaire will

be used to insure that'straining' programs for shipboard ire fighting

requirements meet student needs as well at fleetineeds. Every' effort will

be made to -insure individual answers remain confidential and will not( Ire

made a part of anfof your records. Please respond to each tem u§ing your

own best judgment or opinion.

121



;This...set of stateTents deals with how Confident you are of your ability to

perform duties ill fighting a fire aboard your ship. Please mark. the number that

best describes your feeling about each of the statements."

I. I could select
the proper fire .

fighting equipment. (i) (21 (3) 1.) (5)

f

2. I could use the
X

)

proper fire fight-
, ing equipment.

Less Not

xtremely Considerabl Than .'At All

Confident onfide Confident. Confident Confident

0

'(1) (2)

-3. I could.select the

proper extinguish-
ing agerits.

_

(1) '1/ (2)

4. - I could properly 4.
apply the correct .

extinguishing
agents. (1)1 (2)

c
.

J. I cou,ld put on per-

sonal protective fire
,

. . . .

fighting-clothing

ind equipment. (1) (2) (3) (4) , (5),

..

.%
6. I could use persdnal

,

protective fire
fighting equipment. (1) (3) (4)\ (5)

A .

7 I could perform
,

duties close to the ,

flames in a severe* 4,

. fire and smoke-filled .

compartMent. (1) (2) (3) (4) .(5)

vo .

.,

8. I coult do a better
job.of fighting an "-

actual fire than 4

most of-my shipmates. (1) (2) -." (3) (4) ( )

9, I can perform my .

watch and work station *

. , .

duties better than .

Most of My shipmates 1

of .equal_rating: (1) (2) '(3) ., (4) (5)

I.

* ,

: (3) (4) (5)

(3) . ) (5)

(3) L (4) (5)

A

J.
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.

This set of gUestions deals With how'helpful'you think fire fighting ,

training and assignments ire for insuring the safety of your ship as well as

fbeing beneficial to your,Navy career.

t'
.

.Extreme)y VerY Of Little ,Not At All,

'Helpful Helpful Helpful Help Helpful
. ,

10. How helpful are
practice fire drills

to insure that,people
muster at their
assigned stations?

-'!'11. 'How helpful is

your shipboard
trafning to teach .

people proper methods
for fighting a fire?

-.

,

12. How helpful are
in-port practice .

fire drills to insure
that people know
the proper methods
for fighting a fire?

.

13. How helpful are
regulir.(underway)
practice fire drills'
to insure that people
-know the proper methods
for fighting a fire.?

.14. How helpful is .

assignment to an
'in-port fjre party

for your next'
promotion?

15. How helpful is ,

assignment to a
regular (underway)
fine p-arty for ,

your riext.promotion?

16. How helpful is assign-
rent to an "in-port".
fire party for showing
yoor skills and
abilities to your ._

supervisors? -

1
.4

..

.

-

....

(1)
.

(2).

. :

(3) (4) : . (5)

s

-.

.

(1)' (2) .(3) (4) , .(Q

s
.

"..

.

..... .

.

f

(1)% (2) (3) (4) (5) .

,

,.

.

,

.

..
..

(1) .(2) (3). .(4) . (5), :

-,

(1), (2) . (3) (4) (5)

k
.

.(1) (2) (3) 0 (4)
*

(5)

:

..,

(1) (2) (3) (4) . (5)

12
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.



Extremely Very'

Helpful Helpful Helpful y Help HelPful

.

. ll% How helpful is
assignment to a

,
regular (underway).
fire party for showing
your skills and

.' abilities to your

Of Little . Not At All

supervisors?
,

,,

(1)

.. .

,18. !low helpful is
,

assignment to an

in-Ortfire party
to show your

.

shipmates you have
specie) skills
and abilities"? (1)

19 How0elpful is
- assignment to a

, regular (underway)
fire party tO'show
your shibmates ,

yowhave special
skills and
abilqies? ' (l)

V1

1.

(-?')

.

(2)

(2)

40

(3)

-,-,

.

(q)

,(3)

/

(4)

.

(4)

. 1

(4)

(5) .

(5)

01-

4

0.

o

9.

"6 4'

13,

124
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4.

4.

.
4The next statements de.a1 with whether assfgnment to a fire party aboard your

shiP is a desirable assignment.
,

410 * iiiiiil;

: 'Neither

Desirable'

Very.. or
,

4. Very ,

Desirab1 le . DesT7.able Undesirable .Undesirable Undesirable

11020. How Would you

consider assign-
ment to an
in,port fire
Rarty?

21. How would, you

sonsigqr.assigri-
ment io.a regular
(underway) fire

party?

22. How do you' :

. consider aSsign-
ment,to this. °

course for fire
fighting training?

.0

(1) (2) ' (3) (4)

(2) (3) '(4) (5)

1

(1) (2).. (3) (4) (5)



The following paired statements defl wfth what are çptsidered appropriate

objectives in fighting a fire. Please telect one objective from each pair that

cOpsider as most important. Mark'the'item in each'pair that you feel is most

idOortant. Although some pairs may appear equally importane'you must select one

item only from each pair.'
. ,(4

23. ( )
Contain/extinguish the fire"

(.) Protect myself from risk of personal injury

24. (
). Prevent further damage to the ship that may result from fire fighting

sqff&rts (for i'eamp1e, flooding)

( )
Remove/providk.injured.personnel with medical assistance

25. ( )
Protect myself from risk of personal injury

( )
Protectlothers in the fire party from injury

26., ( )
Remove/provide injured personnel with medical assistance

(1 Contaift/extinguish the fire

27. ( ) Protect others in the fire party from injury

( )
Prevent further damage.to the ship that may result from firefi-ghting

efforts (for example, flooding) 44

26. ( ) Renuive/previde injured personnel witj medical assistance

( ) Protect myself from risk of perso injury

29. 1 -) Contain/exteillguish thefire

( ) Rrotect others'in the fire party froni injury.

30. '(:) Protect myseWfrom risk of personal injury

( ) Prevent further damage to the ship that may result from fire fighting

.
efforts .(for example, flooding)

31. ( ) Protect others in the fire party from injury

'( ) Remove/provide injured Oesonnel with medical assistance

3?. ( ) Prevent further damage to the ship that may result from fire figliKg

- efforts (for example, flooding)

( )
Contain$extinguish the fire

1:32



The following paired statements deal with the value of training that you may .

have received during-the Advanced Fire Fighting Team Training Course (J-495-0424).

Consider eachjoair-of statments and select one statement from each pair that

... consider as most helpful during your training. Although some pairs may appear

equally helpful you must select one item only from each pair.

33. ( )
Training in-teamwOrk and communications
Training in how to perform my individual duties as required by my

- position
,

\// ,

34. ( ) Training in how to perform other than my own duties on the fire 3a4y

(c4a6sA.training)
,...

( ) Training in how to properly tile fire fighting equipment
Aft

35. ( ) Training in how to perform my individual duties as required by my

position
( ) Training was not .necessary because of my previous knowledge and training

36 ) Training in how to.properly use fire fighting equipment

( ) Training in teamwork and communications

37., ( ) Training was not necessary because of my previous knowledge and training

( ) Traintng in how to perform other than my own duties on the firg party-

(cross training)

( ) Training in how to properly use fire fighting equipment .

( ) -Training i how to perform my individual duties as rpquired by my

position

39. ( ) Training in teamwork and communicattonl-

( )
Training was not necessary because of my previous knowledge/and training

40. ( ) Training in how to perform my individual-duties as required by my''

position
( ) Training in how to perform other than my own duties on the fire party

(cross training)

411 ( ) 1rining was not necessary because of my previous knowledge and training

( ) Tra'ijnn how to properly use fire fighting equipnent

42. ( ) Training in how to perform other than my own duties on the fire party

(cross training)

( ) Training in teamwork and communications



A

STUDENT FIRE FIGHTING:IRAINING QUESTIONNAIRE ,

FORM H

- Social *Seeurity Number

Rates

Ship Assigned

St ion at: 1% General Quarters
%

. 2. Condition Three

This questiOnnairemill be used to determine the degree of confidence

and attitudes toward fire fighting training that stUdents have concerning

their 'ability to fight a shipboard fire. Answers to this questionnaire'will

"be used.to insure that training programs for shipboard fire fighting

requirhents meet student needs as well as fleet needs. Every effort will

be made to insure individual answers remain confidential and will'not be

made a part of any of your records. Please respons%to each item using your

own best judgmedt or opinion.

.1 3,1
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This set of statements deals with how confident you are of your ability tp

perform-duties in fighting fire aboard your ship. Please mark the number that

best describes.your feeling about each of the statemvts.

Less. Not

Extremely Considerably Than At All

Confident Confident Confident Confident Confident

1. J could select
the proper fire
fighting equipment

2. I could use the
proper fire fight-
ing equipment

3: I could select the

proper extinguish-

ing agents

4'. I could properly
apply the correct
extinguishing
agents

5. I could put on per-
sonal protective fire
fighting clothing

. and equipment

6. I couldose personal
protective fire
fighting equipment

7. I could perform .

duties close to the
flames in a severe
fire and smoke-filled
compartment

8. I could do a better
job of fighting an
actual fire than
most of my shipmates

9. I can perform my
watch and work station
duties better than
most of my shipmates
of equal rating

Att

(1) (2) (3) (4)

(1) (2) (3) (4)
0

,--.)

(1) .(2) (3) (4)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

(1) (2) (3) (4)

l29

13:5

(5)

(5)

(5)

V)



This set of questions deals with how helpful you think fire fighting

tra4ning'and assignments are for insuring the safety of your ship as well as

beingibeneficial to your Navy career.

Extremely\-- Very .0f Little Not At All

Helpful Helpful Helpful Help Helpful

10. How helpful are
practice.fire drills
to insure that people
muster at their
assigned stations? (1) (2) (a)_ (4). (5)

11 How helpful
your shipboard

,training to teach
peopleproper methas
for fighting a fire?

12. How helpful are

7
in-port practice
fire drills to insure
that people know :

the proper methods
for fighting Afire?

13, How helpful are
regular !underWay)
practice fire drills
to insure that people
know tHe methods

(1) (2)

11) (2)

proper
for fighting a fire? (1) (2)

14. How helpful is
assinment to an
.1n-port fire/party
foryour n t

p- promotion? (1). (2)

How belpfUl is
i assignment to a
regular (Underway)
fiTT party for
yopy next promotion? (1) (2)

16. How helpful'is assign-
mrernt.td an "in-port"

fire party for sh6.4ing
our skills and
abilities to your

supervisors? (1) (2)

130

(3) (4)

(3) (4)

(3) (4)

,(3) k (4)

(Z (4)

(3) (4)

(5)

(5)

(5)



Extremely Very Of Little Not At All

Helpful _Helpful Helpful help Helpful

17. How helpful is
assignment to a
regular (underway)
fire party for showing
your-skills and
abilities:to your
supervisors?

18. How helpful is
assignment to an
in-port fire party
to show.your
shipmates you have
special skills
and abilities?

19. How helpful is

assignment to 6
regular (underway)
fire party to show

I your shipmates
you have special
skills and
abilities?

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) .

(1). (2) (3) ' (4) (5) .

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

131



The next statements deal,with whethef assignment to a fire party aboard your

ship is a desirable assignment.

Very
Desirable

20. How would you
consider assign-
ment to an
in-port fire
party?

21.-, How Would you

_consider assign-
ment to a regular
(underway) fire

party?

22. How de you .

consider assign-
ment to this
course for fire,

fighting training?

A

Neither
Desirable

br Very

Desirable 4.Undesirable Undesirable Undesirable

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

,



4
..,

-----

The following paired statements deal with what are considered appropriate"
objectives ln.ftghting a fire. Please select one objective from each pair'that
42:consider as,most important. Mark the item in each pair that you feei is most.

)mportant. Although some pairs may apwr equally important you mist select one
item only from each pair. .

33.

34,

(

(

(

(

)

)

)

)

Remove/prOvide injured personnel with medical assistance
Prevent urther damage.to the ship that may result from fire-fighting
efforts

Protect 'myself from risl$ of personal injury
,Control/extinguish the fire

35. ( ). Prevent further damage to the ship that may'result from fire fighting
efforts (for example, flooding)

( ) Protect others in the fire party from injory-

36. ( ) Contain/extinguish the fire"
( ) Remove/provide injured,personnel with medical assistance

37. ( ) Protect opers ln the fire party from injury
( ) Proteet myself from risk of personal injury

38. (' ) Contain/extinguish tbe fire
(

co

) Ptevent further damage to the ship that may result from fire fighting

efforts (for example, flooding)

39. ( ) Remeve/provide injured personnet with,medical assistance
( ) Protect others in the fire party from injury.

40. ( ) Prevent further damage to the ship thut may result from filre fighting
efforts (for example, flooding)

( ) Protect myself from risk of per_onal injury
-

41. ( ) Protect others in the fire party from injury
( ) Contain/extinguish the fire

42. ( ) Protect myself from risk of 'personal injury \

( ) RemoVe/provide injured pesonnel with medical assistance

11`



STUDENT FIRE FIGHTING TRAINING QUESTIONNAIRE

EORM K

4 Social Security Number

,Rate

Ship Assigned

Station at: I. General,Quarters

2. Condition Three

This questionnaire will.be used to determine the degree of Confidence
-and attitude toward fire fighting training that studetits have concerning
their-ability to fight a shipboard fire. Answers to this questionnaire will
be used to insUre that training progrem's for shipboard fire fighting
requirements meet student needs as.well as-.fleet needs. Every effort will
be made to insure individual answers remaim confidential and will.not be
made a part of any of your records., Pleaee respond to each item using your
own bes,t judgment or opinion.

-\

4

4
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The follOwing questions tdentyy your background ancrexperience
concernin6 shipboard fire fighting. Please mark the number:of the

A

-appropriate hnswer.
1

1. Have yoU participated in fighting an actual shipboard fire?

(1) Yes

(2) No

2. Had'you completed a formal snore based training course in fire
fighting prior to this course?

(1) Yes

(a) No .

a
0 3. Have you ever been or are you now assigned to an "In-port" fire
party aboard your sh.ip?

.

(1) Yes

(2) No 401

. 4. Aow long have you been assigned to an lth-portu fitke party aboard .

your ship?

(1) Never been assigned
(2), Less than one week

- (3) One week to one month
,

(4) One month to three months . ,.

(5) Over three months ,

5. Approximately how often does the inwport fire party conduct
practice drills aboard your ship?

(1) Do not conduct practice fire drills
(2)- Once a day
(3) Once a week
(4) Once 6 month
(5) Don't know

6: Are practice drillg. for the in-port fire party c onducted with

-equipment?

(1) Always
(2) Usually
(3) Seldom
(4) Never
(5) 'Don't know

'7: Hale you ever been or are you now assigned to a regular (underway)
. fire party aboard your ship? ,

(lj Yes

(2) No'

135 142
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8. .How long have you been assigned to a regular (underway) 'fire party

aboard your ship?

(1) Never been assigned
(2) Less'than one week

(3) One week to one month

(4) One month to three months

(51 6ver three months

9, Approximately how ofteml4oes-the regular_fire party'conact

peactice q(ills aboard your ship? 4--

(1) Do not conduct practice fire
(2)4 Once 6 day

(3) Once a week
,(4) Once 'Billionth

(5) Don't know

10. Are practice fire drills for the regular (underway) fire partyk.

conducted with equipmeni?

(1).. Always

. (2) Usually
(3) Seldom -

(4) Never
(5) Don't know

"

I.



This set pf statements deals with how confident you are of your.ability to

pr.-forth-duties in fighting a fire aboard your ship. Please mark thd number.that, .

host describls your feeling about each of the statements.

11. I could select
Ihe-proper fire
fighting equitiment

12. I eluld use,ttie

proper fire f'ight-

ing equipment

° Less Not

Extremely Considerably: Than At All

Confident ,Confident Confident Confident Conftdent

(1) ',(2) (3) (4) (5)

(1)

13. I could select the

tp
proper extinguish-
Trig agents (1)

- ,

14. I could properly .

apply the correct'

extinguishing
agents (1)

15. I coul ut on per-

'sonal lective fire
fighting clothino
and equipment (1)

16. I could use ersonal

Ilt
protective e

fighting eq pment (1)
. .

,

, 4/. 1 could perform
duties close to the
flames in a severe
fire and smoke-filled
compartment (1)

18. I could do a better
job 'of fighting an

actual fire than ,

most of my shiPmates (1)

19. I can perform my
watch and work station
duties bcetter than

most of my shipmates
of equal rating / (1)

(2) ,(3) 4)

(2). . (3)
o

..-

(2)

'(2)

(2)

(2)

(3)

(3)

(3)

(3)

.(2) (3)

(2) (3)

137
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'(4) (5)

(4) (5)
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1This set of questions deals with ilow helpful you think fire fighting
training and assignments are for.insuring the6safety of your,ship .as well as
being beneficial to your Navy career.

Extremely
Helpful

.20. How helpful are :
practice fire drills
to insure that people
muster at their
assigned stations? (1)

21. How helpful-is
your shipboard
training to teach
people proper.mthods
for ft9hting a fire? (1)'.

22. How helpful are
in-port practice
fire drills to insure
that people know
the proper methods

for fighting a fire?, (1)

23. Now helpful are
regular (underway)
practice fire drills
to insure that people
.know the proper methods

for fighting a fire?

24! How helpful is.
assignment, to an

in-port fire party
. for next

(1)

your ,

'promotion? (1)

.25. How helpful is ,

assf)nment to' a

regular (underway)

fire party for
yoyr next promotion? (1)

26. How helpful is assign-
ment to an "in-port"
fire party for showiiig
your skills and
abilities to your
supervisors? (1)

1CA
Very

Helpful Helpful
Of Ltttle

Help
Not

Helpful

(2)* (3) (4) (5)

.(2). (3) (4).' (5)'*

s: (2) v (3) , (4). (5)

. (2) (3) (4) (5)

(2) (3) (4) (5)

(3) (4) (5)

(2) (3) (4) (5)

1 j
138
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,

,

4

.1f.

.

Extremely, Very - Of Little Not At All

Helpfuli ...Helpful Helpful Help Helpful

How holpful is

ignment to a

regular (underway).
fire party for showing
your skills and
iabilities to Your

superviv0s7

23. How, helpful is
assignment to an

in-port fire party
.0

to show your
shipmates you have

special skills
and abilities?

, 29. How helpful is-

assignment to a

regular (underWav)
> fire party to show

. 9our shipmates
you ,have special
skills and

abilities?

...

It

,.

4,

,

.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

..

11). (2) (3). (4) (5)

.,

1

.

i'
I

i

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

.,
i

,

0.

I



The next statements deal with whether assignment to a fire party aboard your .

ship is a desirable'assignment.

Neither

Desirable

Very. or Veri
Desirable Desirable Undesirable Undesirable Undesirable

30. How would you
cbnsider assion-
meht to an
in-port fire

,partyr

31. How would yotk
.*.

consider asstgn-
ment tp a regular'
'(underway) fire

party?

-32 How do you
consider'assign-
inent to this

courseofor fire
, fighting training?

.

4.

.

(1) (2) ,(3) - (4) (5)

44

'1141:
-

.

.. . \..

(1) (2) (3) . . (4) (5)

(1) (2) (3) (4) - (5)

140
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The following paired statements deal with what are considered,appropriate

rpctives in fighting a fire. Please select one objective from etch pair that

/a consider asjmost important. Mark the item in each pair that yOu feel is most

important. Although some pairs may appear equally important you must select one

itPm only-from each pair.

33. ( ) Contain/extinguish the fire

( ) Protect myself from risk of personal injury

34. ( ) Prevent further damage to the ship that may result from fire fighting

efforts (fAr example, flooding)

)
Remove/provide injured personnel with melical assistance

35. ( ) Protect myself from risk of personal injury

( ) Protect others in the fire party from injury

36. ( ) Remove/provide injured personnel with medical assistance

( ) Contain/extinguish the fire

37. ( ) Protec't other'S in the.fire pirty from injury

( ) Prevent further damage to the ship that may reSult-from fire fighting

efforts (-For example, flt/B44r)

R. ) Remove/provide injured personnel with med-i-cal assistance

( ) Protect myself from risk of personal injury

3(). (.) Contain/extinguish the fire

( ) Protect others in the fire partOrnm injury

In. ( ) Protect myself from risk of personal injury

( ) Prevent further,damage to the ship that may result from fire fighting

efforts (for example, flooding)

41. ( ) Protect others in the fire party from injury

( ) Remove/provide.injured pesonnel with medical assistance

( ) Prevent lurther damage to the ship that may' result from fire fighting

efforts (for example, flooding)

( ) Contain/extinguish the fire



STUDENT FIRE FIGHTING TRAINING QUESTIONNAIRE

Social Security Number

Rate

Ship Assigned

Station at: 1. General Quarters

2. Condition Three

FORM N

This questionnaire will be used to determine the degree of confidence

and attitudEt toward fire fighting training that students have concerning

their abllity to fight,a shipboard fire. Answers to this questionnaire will

be used to insure that training programs for shipboard fire fbhting
requirements meet student needs ps well as fleet .needs. Every effort will

be made to insure individual answers 'remain confidential and Will pot be

made a part of any of your records. Please respond to each item}iSing your

own best judgment or oginion.



This set of statements deals with how confident you are of your ability to

n,..rformAuties in fiahting a fire aboard your ship. Please mark the number that

b,Pst describes your feeling about each of the'statements.

I could select
tbe proper fire
fighting equipment

?. I could use the
proper fire fight-
ing equipment

I could select the
proper extinguish-

ing agents

I could properly
apply the correct

extinguishing
agents

'Less Not

Extremely Considerably -Than At All

Confident Confident Confident Confident.Confident

I could put on per-
sonal protective fire
fighting clothina

and equipment

I could 6se personal
protective fire.
fighting equipment

7 I could perform
duties clpsp to lhe
flames iA a severe
fire and smoke-filled
compartment

(4. I could do a better

' job of fighting an
actual fire than

1.

most of my shipmates

I can perform my
watch and work station
duties better than

'most of my shipmates
of equal rating

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5).

(1) (2) (3) ;4) (5)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

(1) (2) // (3) (4) (5)

(I) (2) (3) (4) . (5)

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

(1) (2), (3) (4) (5)

(I) (2) (31- (4) (5)

143 1



Thts set of questions dgals with how helpful you think fire fighting
trajning and assignments ate for insuring the safety of youe ship as well as
being beneficial to youybq career.'

Extremely Very Of Little Not At All

Helpful Helpful Helpful Help Helpful

10. ,How helpful are
practice fire drills
to insure that people
muster At their
assigned stations?

111,, How helpful' is

, your.!,hipboard
training to teach
'Oeopile proper methods

' for fiahting a fire?

12. How helpful are
.in-port practice
fire drills.to insure
that people know
the proPer methods
for fighting a fire?

13. How helpful,are
regular iunderway)
practice fire drills
to insure that people
know fhe proper methods
for fighting a fire?

. 14 How helpful is
assignment to an
in-port fire party
for your next
promotion?

15. How helpful is
asOgnment to a

; regular (underway)
fire party for

,vour next promotion?

16. How helpful is assign-
ment to an "in-port"
ire party for showing
your skills and
abilities to your
supervisors?

(1) (2) (3)

(2) (3)

(1) (2) (3)

(1) (2) (3)

(1) (2) (3)

(1) (2) (3)

(1) (2) (3)

144
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(4) (5)

(4) (5)

(4) (5)

(4) (5)



17. How helpful is

1 0

Extremely Very Of Little Not At All

Helpful Helpful Helpful Help Helpful

assignment to a
regular (underway) -"

fire party for showing
%
your skills and
anilities to your

sApervisors?

How helpful is
assignment to an

in-port fire party
to show your
shipmates you have
special skill's

and abilities?

How helpful is

assignment to.a
regular (underway)
fire party to show
your shipmates
you have special
skills and

abilities?

1,

4?

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

411.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)



The. next tatements deal with whether assignment to a fire party aboard your

"ship is a desirable assignment.

Neither

Desirable, .

Very or Very

Desirable Desirable Undesirable Undesirable Undesirable

?O. How would you
consider assion-
ment to an
in-port fire
party? ,(1)

21./ How would you, -

consider ession-
ment to a regular,
(underway) fire
party? (1)

22. How do you
consider assign-
tent to this
course for fire
fighting training?* (1)

1. '

(2) (3), (4) (5)

(2) (3) (4) (5)

(2) (3) (4) (5)

146



The following paired statements deal with what are considered appropriate

otjectives in fighting a fire. Please select one objective from each pair that

/22,consider as most important. Mark the item in each pair that you feel is most

important. Although some pairs may appear equally important you must select one

item only fribm each pair.

21. ( ) R6move/provide injured personnel with medical assistance

( ) Prevent furtlier damage to the ship.that may result from fire figbfing

efforts

24. ( ) Protect myself from risk of personal injury

( )
Control/extinguish the fire 4

25. ( ) Prevent further damage to the ship that may.result from fire fighting

efforts (for example, flooding)

( ) Protect others in the fire party from injury

26. ( ) Contain/extinguish the fire

( ) Remove/provide injured personnel with medfcal assistarice

27 ( ) Protect others in the fire party from injury

( ) Protect myself from risk of personal injury

29. ( Contain/extimplish the fire

( 1
Prevent further damage to the ship that may result from fire fighting

efforts (for example, flooding)

29. ( 1 RemNe/provide injured personnel wi6 medical, assistance

.( ) Protect others in the fire party from injury

( )
Prevent further daMage to the ship that may result from fire fighting

efforts (for example, flooding)

( ) Protect myself from risk of personal injury

( 1 Protect others in the fire party,from injury

( ) Contain/extinguish-the fire

32. ( ) Protect myself from risk of personal injury

( )
Remove/provide injured pesonnel with medical assistance,



>-

The following paired statements deal with the value of..training that
you may have received during the\Advanced Fire Fighting Team Training Course
(1-495-0424). Consider each,pairl-of statements and select one statement
from each pair that oil consider as most helpfgl duringyour training.
Although some pairs m y appear equally helpful you must select one item from
each pair.

34. ( ) Training in how to perform other than'my own dut.ies on the fire
party (cross training) ,

( ) Training in how to perform my individual duties as required bymy
position t<

35. ( ) Training was not necessary because of my pr6ious knowledge and .

training
( ) Training in teamwork and comthunications

36. ( ) Training in how to perform my individual duties as required by my
position

( ) Training in how to properly use fire figh,ting equipment

37. ( ) Training in how to properly use fire fighting equipment
( 1 Training in how to perform other than my own duties on the fire

party (cross training)

*38. ( ) Training in how to perform my individual duties as required by my
position

( ) Training in teamWork and communications

39. ( ) Training in how to perform othei' than my own duties on the fire
party

( ) Trainihg was not necessary because of my previous knowledge.and
training

40. ( ). Training in teamwork and communications
( ) 'Training in how to properly use.fire fighting equipmeht

41. ( ) Traiping was not necessary because of my previous knowledge and
training

( ) Training in how to perform my individual duties as required by my
position

42: ( ) Training in teamwork and communications
( ) Training ih how to perform other than my own duties on the fire

part (cross training)

,43. ( ) Training in how to properly use fire fighting equipment
( ) Training wa not necessary because of my previous knowledge and

training

148
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INSTRUCTOR EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE
ADVANCEDFIRE FIGHTING TEAM TRAINING COURSE

J-495-0424
FORM 0

This questionnaire is designed to obtain infoibation concerning Ole
Advanced Fire Figpting Team Training course and utilization of Device 19F1

,

in support'of course objectives.

,
4,

S..

44

,

11

,

I



Please assess the following,characteristics of Device 19F1, the

Advanced Fire 'Fighting Trainer, by marking the most appropriate number., As

_a guide for these ratings cons:ider the following descriptions.

.1. Highly Realistic, there are no differenebs between the training

situation and an actual fire.

2. Realistic; there are only minor differences between the training

situation and an actual fire that will probably not affect

training.

3. Questionable Realism, there are differenCes between the traiOng
situation and an actual'ftre that may or ma,y not affect training.

4. Unrealistic, there are major differences between the training
situation and an actual fire that, will probably affect training.

5. Very Unrealistic, the training situation bears little resemblance

to an actual fjre.

(

1



. High Questionable Very

Realistic

1. , Growth of fire (1)

2. Spread of fire (1)

3. Reflash Charac-
,teristfcs of
the fire (0

4. Torching of.the
,

fire- -1-1-)*

5. Siinulated Smokg (1)

6. -Simblated AFFF (1)

7. SiLlated PKP (1)

8. Reaction of fire.to
extinguish%ng agent
PFFF , (1)

9. Reaction of-fire to I

extinguishing agent
PKP (-1)

10.i Reaction of fire to
extinguishing agent
water (1)

11. Equipment in
repair lockers (1)

12.. Location of
repair lockers (1)

13. Proper placement
of fire fighting
equipment iei t

trainer (for
example, hose reels) (1)

Realistic

(2)

0-2)

(2)

(-2)

Realism

(3)

(3)

/

t

T3)

(3)
0

(2) (3)

(2) (3) 4

/

(2) "(3)

(2) (3)

(2) (3)

1

(2) (3)
.

(2) (3)

:C2) (3)

(2) (3)

1:3

152

Unrealistic Unrealistic

.:(4) (5)

(4) (5)

(4) (5).

(4) (5)

(4) (5)

(4) (5)

(4) (5)

(4) (5)

(4) (5)

(4) (5)
,

(4) (5)

(4) (5)



Rate difficulties teams encounter in,coping with simulated fires by marking

the appropriate numbe . As a guide for these difficulties consider the following

descriptions.

1. Very Easy, the training'situation provides environment, materials and/or

equipment that will probably not be avflable in an actual fire.

2. Easy, the training ,situation,provides environment material and/or

'equipment that are better than would be encountered in an actual fire.

3. Neutral, the training situation is very much tne same as would be

encountered in an actual ffre.

4. Difficult, the training situation imposed conditions that could not be

expected in an actual fire.

5. Very Difficult, the training situation imposed conditions that are

probably worse than an actual fire.

t-



14. Orienting and
"forming the
fire party

15. Access to
simulated fires

. Otyszured vi ci o
due to smoke

17. Communication
within the'

fire party

18. Scene leader's

control of the
ffre party

19. Communication

with Damage
Control Central

Very
Easy Easy Neutral Difficult

Very
Difficult

'( 1 ) ( 2 ) . *(3) (4) (5)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

(1) (2) . (3). \-(4) (5)

, (1). (2) (3) (4) .(5)
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-Assess the folloWing instructional feaaes of Device 19F1 by marking the most

appropriate number. As a guide for these ratings consider the.following ,

dsescriptions.

9

1. Excellent, features are optimal and could not be improved.

2. Good, features are useful and are a definite asset to aiding ihe

. instructor in achieving course objectives:
.

.
.

3.#. Adequate, features are such that minimal provisions are made to assist

the instructor.
,,

A

4. :Poor, features are such that improper or inadequate design can be

overcome with somq effort by instructors.

5. Unacceptable, features are such that imprOper or inadequate design cannot,

be overcome 'eveh with cons.iderable effort. .

,

162
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20. Obse'rvation of
student Rerformance

Excellent

'(1)

.71. Provide students
with problems of
increasing difficulty (1)

22: Allows instructor
to provide timely
feedback to students (I) ,

23. Provides good communi-
cation,:between
instructors and

students (1)

24. -Provides proper
facilities to brief,
debrief and-critique

students (1)

25. Provides adequate
safeguards for
students and
instructors (1)

26. Aids in grading
or recording student
performance (P.

-
27 Supports.and .

integrates platform
Instruction (1)

28 Requires' minimal

aTount of eguipent
or material to
support course
and/or device (1) .

Zt,

Good

(2) e

'Adequate .

(3)'

Poor

(4)

Unacceptable

(5)

f

(2) (3) - (4), (5)

(2) .(3) (4) (5)

-

:or

(2) (3) (4) (5)

-(2-) (3) (4) (5)

(2) (3)- (4) (5)

(2) (3) (4) (5).

.......,.......

(2) (3) (4) (5)

(2) (3) (4) (5)

1 'Or P,

1'56



The following paireil's.tatements deal with training benefits that may.be

realized from Device 19F1. Consider each pair of statements and*seledt one

.statement.from each pair*that you consider as the most benefictal. Although some

pairs may appear as providing equal benefit, you must select one item 'only from

eachlpair.

29, (

(

)

)

Provides safety for students and instructors

Provides realijtic fires

( ) Provides realistic shipboard environment

( ) ProVides instructional.aid to supportclassroom instruction'l

31. ( ) Provides reai;istic fires

( ) Provides little or no benefit over previous methods

32. ( ) Provides instructional aid,to support classroom instruction

( ) Provides safety for students and instructors

34. ( ) Provides little or no benefit over previous methods
( ) Provides realistic shipboard environment

.34. ( ) Provides instructional aid to support classroom instruction

( ) Provides realistic fires

35. ( Provides safety for students and instructors

( ) Provides little or no benefit over previous methods .

36. ( ) Provides realistic fires

( ) ProVides realistic shipboard environment

37. ( ) Provides little or no benefit over previous methods

( ) Provides instructtonal aid to sunport classroom instruction

38. ( ) Provides realistic shipboard environment

( ) Provides.safety for students and instructors
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SAMPLE DATA PRINTOUT

0. (Deep Fat Fryer Exercise)

Tint A11 MLITT WA MEAN $1104Z

02 012 ell NG NOT

006 .01 011 000 000 4 OFF

011 Y7 000 Oil 000 100 4 OFF.

rist 247 Of/ 012 III 00f 4 OFF

021 247 Oil 011 000 000 4 OFF

026 246 013 011 000 000 4 OFF

031 246 Oil 011 001 000 4 OFF

036 246 Ott 012 000 600 4 OFF

041 243 Oil 012 100 000 4 OFF

044 23? OPO 012 004 800 4 OFF

151 231 002 012 000 000 ;:4 ON

036 237 084 012 000 000 4 ON

061 231 077 013 000 000 4 ON

066 231 ,013 012 000 000 4 ON

074 231 074 012 000 000 4 oN

076 230 083 013 000 000 4 /__ ON

-fill 231 012 012 CIO 000 4 p-- OM

-416 231 08/ 014 000 000 4 ON

091 237 087 014 000 004 4 oN

094 237 087 014 1110 000 4 ON

101 237 0115 014 000 000 4 ON

106 237 003 015 001 000 4 00

111 236 001 013 000 000 4 4 ON

116 236 081 014 000 000 4 ON

121 237 014 014 000 000 4 ON

126 237 401 015 Off 000 4 ON

121 236 102 013 000 000 4 ON

136 236 084 014 100 000 4 ON

101 237 085 013 000 000 4 ON

146 237 002 016 4110 000 4 ON

151 236 081 015 000 000 4 ON

154 236 083 013 001 000 4 ON

161 237 087 016 001 000 4 04

166 236 002 016 000 000 4

171 236 086 015 000 , 000 4

176 234 087 016 .000 000 4 OA

111 236 001 0161 000 000 4 OA

t86 236 001 014 000 000 4 0,11

101 214 001 013 00 000 4 ON 4

106 216 Olt 01$ 000 000 4 ON

201 236 403 016 000 000 4 ON

204 236 001 016 011 000 4 ON

211 234 013 015 001 040 4 ON

216 235 002 014 101 000 4 ON

221 235 004 016 000 000 4

226 235 008 016 001 000 4

231 235 0011 014- 000 000 4 ON

236 235 005 017 001 000 4 OFF

241 235 084 013 001 000 4 OFF

246 236 003 014 010 000 4 OFF

231 234 004 013 000 000 4 OFF

256 235 002 012 000 000 4 OFF

261 235 004 013 100 000 4 OFF

266 235 002 011 000 000 4 OFF

271 213 012 012 000 000 4 oFr

276 235 001 012 000 000 4 OFF

281 235 014 Oil 000 001 4 OFF

286 233 002 013 000 000 4 OFF

201 233 010 012 001 000 4 OFF

206 236. 001 012 010 000 4 OFF

301 236 004 012 Off 001 4 OFF

306 236 081 012 001 000 4 OFF

311 136 001 Oil 000 000 4 OFI

314 236 097 011 000 000 OFF

321 235 012 Oli 011 000

.4

4 OFF

326 214 003 012 00 000 4 OFF

331 214 flif 012 000 000 4 OFF

316 236 084 011 001 000 4 OFF

341 217 015 011 011 001 4 OFF

344 237 003 011 000 000 4 orr

351 236 080 012 011 000 4 OFF

356 236 003 Oli 001 001 4 OFF

361 236 001 012 011 001 4 OFF

366 236 071 Oli 000 00 4 OFF

TINE FIREPLACE PARAMETERS 3UR0 IINE PILOT TIME AGENTS

114

343 F17ER/N001 F-SF6E0)4005 350 117 N204012

NSPREA1000 8E114000

ii-ExT41111 111.4004

112041,10,6004

INERGENCT STOP 4

159
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ADVANCED SHIPBOARD FIRE FIGHTING TE,AM TRAINING .1-495-0424

FLEETTRAINING CENTER, NORFOLK, VIRGINIA

TEAM MEMBER CHECKLIST FOR Scene Leader

SHIP/ORGANIZ ATION

EXERCISE NO.

ADMINISTERING INSTRUCTOR

OVERALL GRADE (CIRCLE ONE):

MIN HI
liNSATSAT

SAT SAT

INSTRUCTOR'S INITIALSYDATE

AcTioN
NUMBER

AC T ION DESCRIPTION
O

SATy UNS AT
,

SE E
REMARKSiii7. i

1 Drew equipment from repair locker clip

1.1
board message blanks penci 1 ,

helmet with head lantern

2 Mustered fire party . 1.1

Rpute to scene. designaied followe. 1.13

4 Arrived, in minu tes (standard: seven) 1.1

5 Directed investigation 1.2

6 Directed isolation of fire 1.2

7 Ordered power and ventilation secured 1.2 -

8 Ordered hoses ." rigged charged 1.2

9 Ordered telephones ' set up tested 1.2

10 Reported status to D.C.C. (fire) 1.2

11 Reported manned and ready in minutes
1.2

(Standard: Nine)

12 Selected agent 1.3

13 Directed compartment entry 1.3

14 Reported provess (fire under control) 1.3

15 Ensured safe, effective progress 1.4

16 Changea agents (if applicable) 1.4

17 Supervised hose handlers

18 Reported progress (fires out) 1.4

19 Diree ted 6asualty recovery: Personnel
1.5equipment

20 Ordered reflash watch set . 1.6

21 Reported progress (reilash watch set) 1.6 .

22 Directed team in equipment stowage 1.7

23 Ensured equipment properly stowed 1.7

REMARKS:

1 42"
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ADVANCED SHIPBOARD FIRE FIGHTING TEAM TRAINING J-495-0424

FLEET TRAINING CENTER, NORFOLK, VIRGINIA

TEAM mEmeEn CHEMIST FOR
No. 1 Nozzle;an OVERALL GRADE (CIRCLE ONE):

MIN HI
SAT UNSAT

SAT SAT

INSTRUCTOR'S TI4S/DATE

SNIP/ORGANIZ ATION

EXERCISE NO.

AoMINISTERING INSTRUCTOR

ACTION
NUMBER

AC T ION DE.SCRIP MN EO
SAT

UNSAT
SEE

REMARKS
Mi

iSanlii

1 Drew equipment from repair locker OBA

2.1
cannister gloves helmet with

head lantern

2 Followed designuted route to scene 2.1 *--

Arrived in minutes (standard: seveu) 2.1

OBA donned activated removed
2.2-- disposed cleaned and stowed '1

5 Assisted accessman by cooling access fitting 2.3

n Identified class of fire correc tly
2.4made oral report

7 Extinguished class A fire in minutes

2.5
(standard: fourteen) used high
velocity fog used solid stream

a Extinguished class B fire in minutes

2.6(standard: fourteen) applied li" layer
of AFFF

9 Activated twin agent fire extinguishing
system. DC deck engine room or

2.7f ire room

10 Extinguished engine room or fire room fire
within minutes (standard: fourteen).

2.3
Used twin agent fire extinguishing

system followed correct procedures

11 Extinguished a class C fire in minutes

2.9

.

(standard: fourteen). Used correct
2-

agent secured power grounded CO

bottle

12

.

Extinguished a deep fat fryer fire in

2.10.,

2.11

-
minutes (standard: fourteen).
Knocked down flames with PM'. Secured
1)KP after low velocity fog was secured

Re;orted progress to scene leader used13
standard DC terminology location
class extent ftre under control

fire out reflash watch se.

14 Set reflash watch f 2.12

REMARKS

,

1 ' ,,,
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AOVANCEO SHIPBOARD FIRE FIGHTINb TEAM TRAINING J-495-0424

FLEET TRAINING CENTER, NORFOLK, VIRGINIA

43.

TEAM MEMSER CHECKLIST FOR
'No. 2 Nozzleman OVERALL GRADE (CIR LE ONE):

MIN NI
SAT UNSAT

SAT SAT

INSTRUCTOR'S '1,1 IAL /DATC

SHIP/ORGANIZATION

EXERCISE NO.

ADMINISTERING. INS TRUCTOR

ACTION
NUMBER

^ AC TION DESCRIPTION EO
SAT UNSAT

SEE
If MARKSmints5ito

I Drew equipment from repair locker OBi.
cannister gloves helmet with

head lantern 3.1

2 . FollOwed desianated route to scene 3.1

3 Arriveti in minutes (standard: seven) 3.1

6.

.

MIA donned activated removed
..

,.... disposed 'cleaned aid stowed 3.2
. .

5 Assisted accessman by cooling access fitting 3.3
0

6 Provided heat shield for both nozzlemen
during class El fire. Shield was
tont inuous , 3.5

7 Provided heat shield for beth nozzlemen
during class B fire. Shield was

,coatinuous 3.6

S

'

Provided heat shield for both nozzlernen
during oil spray or bilge fire. Shield
was continuous 3.3

9 Extinguished a deep fat fryer fire in
,

minutes (standard: fourteen). Applied
low velocity fog above f ire after PRP.

Secured low velocity fog after 3
seconds. 3.10

10 Set reflash watch. Backed out slowly. 7
Agent kept readily available. 3.11

1

REMARKS:

...
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ADVANCED SHIPBOARD FIRE FIGHTINp TEAM TRAINING J-495;0424

FLgET TRAINING CENTER, NORFOLK, VIRGINIA .

TEAM MEMBER CHECKLIST FOR

SHIP/ORGANIZATION

EXERCISE NO.

ADMINISTERING INSTRUCTOR

Hosenan
OVERALL GRADE (CIRCLE ONE):

'H1N UNSAT
SAT SAT SAT

INSTRUCTOR'S INITIALS/DATE

ACTION
NUMBER

ACTION DESCRIPTION EO
SAT UNSAT

SEE
REMARKSmotNu Sa tHi

1 Drew equipment from repair locker OBA

4.1cannister gloves helmet with

head lAntern

Followed desiAnated route to scene 4.1

3 Arrived in minutes (standard: seven ) 4.1

OM donned ,activated removed
4.2- disposed cleaned.hnd stowed

Rigged hoses to scene in minutes 4.3

6 Attached correct nozzles to hoses 4.3 111

7 Rigged hoses to correct side of access

fitting
4,3

8 Tended fire hose for 2,minutes
4.4

9 Restowed hoses correctly (MRC-A634-W-1) 4.5

10 Rigged jumper hose in minutes (stan4

dard: four). leaks
4.6

11 Secured correct isolation Valves

. .

4.6
,

REMARKS:

_

'

/

,

I

.
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ADVANCED ,SHIPBOARD FIRE FIGHTING TEAM TRAINING 4-495-0424

FLEi*T TRAINING CENTER, NORFOLK, VIRGINIA

TEAM MEMBER CHECKLIST FDR PluxmAn

SHIP/ORGANIZITION

EXERCISE ko.

ADMINISTERING INSTRUCTOR

OVERALL GRADE (CIRCLE ONE):

MIN HI
SAT SAT

UNSAT
SAT

INSTRUCTOR'S INITIALS/DATE

ACTION
NUMBER

ACTION DE.SC RPTION EO
SAT

UNSAT
sEE

REMARKSMin Sat Hi
______,.

1 Drew equipment from repair' locker
5.1helmet flashlight

2 Followed designated route to scene 5.1

3 Arrived on scene in minimes (standard:
5.1

..

seven)

4 Charged fire hose opened 'fireplug fully

5.3

.

,
11/4' turn back) charged hose slowly

opened Y-gate fully

5 -Dumped-and-closed-marine -strainer- -r -5;-4-

6 Secured fire station correctly DiRC-A634--
5.5

.

7 Secured a ruptured or wild hose within 3 to

5 seconds 5.6

9 RestoWed fire station correctly

.

5.7

.

REMARKS:

1

,

,

,

,

,
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ADVANCED SHIPBOARD FIRE FIGHTING TEAM TRAINING J-495-0424

FLEET TRAINING CENTER, NORFOLK, VIRGINIA

TEAM MEMBER CHECKLIST FOR Accessm3n

SHIP/ORGANIZATION

EXERCISE NO.

ADMINISTERING INSTRUCTOR

OVER ALL GRAOE (CIRCLE ONE):

MIN HI
SAT

SAT
SAT

UNSAT

INSTRUCTDR.S INITIALS/DATE

ACTION
NumeER

AC T ION DESCRIPTION EO
SAT

REMSEAERKs.1 tUNSAT I
11111SavIHi

I Drew equipment from repair locker pry

6.1

,

bar sledge helmet gloves

2 Followed designated route to scene ' 6.1

3 Arrived on scene in ' minutes (standard:
6.1seven)

4 Opened access f itting to a compartment on

fire hinge side first slowly 6.2
.

5 cjlosed access fitting to a.compartment on
ire. knife edge sealed against gasket_ 6.3

6
/
Reported progress to scene leader.

/ Type of fitting number of f it ting '
6.4

.,

,

,

/ status of fitting

I

REMARKS: .

s....%.

.I. 1i A.0
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ADVANCED SHIPBOARD FIRE. FIGHTING TEAM TRAINING J-495-0424

FLEET TRAINING CENTER, NORFOLK, VIRGINIA

TEAM MEMOS CHECKLAST Pali

SHIP/ORGANIZATION

EXERCISE NO.

ADMINISTERING INSTRUCTOR

Inventigator
OVERALL. GRADE (C1RCLE ONE):

MIN NI

SAT
SAT SAT

.INSAT

INSTRUCTOR'S INITIALS/DATE

......,.......

ACTION
NUMBER

ACTION DESCRIPTION EO
SAT UNSAT

scg
REMARKSmi gra

5 Correetly identif ied class of fire 7.5

6 Report to scene leader status of fire within
minutes (standard: six) location

7.6
,extent class

7 Used standard DC message blanks and symbo-

logy
7.6

REMARKS:

..-

,.

;

'1 ''')/ 1 0
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ADVANCED SHIPBOARD FIRE FIGHTINATEAM TRAINING 4-495-0424

FLEET TRAINING CENTER, NORFOLK, VIRdinnA

TEAM NtEustrt CHEcsusr FOR

SHIP/ORGt.NiZATION
*4

EXERCISE NO.

ADMINISTERING INSTRUCTOR

Phonetalker/Hessenge r OVERALL GRADE (CIRCLE ONE):

MIN HI

SAT
SAT SAT

UNSAT

INSTRUCTOR'S INITIALS/DATE

ACTIUN
NUMOER

ACTION DESCRIPTION. . E0
SAT

tiir--1-riaiii UNSAT
SEE

REMARKS

L Drew equipment f roc!: repair locker

8.1 :

,

.sound powered telephone lighted clip-
board penc il phonetalkers helmet

2 Fol 1 owell designaled rgute to scene 8.1

Arrived on scene in minutes. (standard :
8.1

seven)

4 Connected telephone to correct circuit 8.2

5 Used standard phone talking procbdures 8. 2

Sent , received and relayed reports 8. 2

Connected or;1 reports to writ ten and

'writ ten reports to oral 9. 2

8 Res towed telephones in the correct manner

and in the correct place 8.3

REMARKS:

,

1. 7.21
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'Technical Report 142

Tht Maintenance panel consists'of a (rotar4 selector WORD NOT ON COMMON WORD LIST

control, a SAFETY INTERLOCK indicator for each of

four fireplaces, a PILOT INDICATOR for each pilot

light in each fireplace,,power supply indicators

for +5V and +28V power supplieT blown fuse indica:.

tors for the (carsole) and each compartment, an

elapsed time indicator, a.PROPANE 4ndicator and an
NUMBER OF WORDS IN SENTENCE

.INDICATOR TEST toggle switch.(*061*)+The

conyol is used to (select)(*CHOOSE/*)FIRE CONTROL

panel, BLDG CONTROL panel, DATA ENTRY(AND DISPLAY)

panel or MAINT. panel for lamp test. When the

INDICATOR TEST toggle is set (*PASSIVE4T5TEU)-T7---------

either the right or left position (*SET *) All .

indicators on the(selected)(*CE TAIN/*) panel will

light, except that the FIRE CONTROL PANEL must tie

tested (*PASSIVi VOICE*i by (selecting)(*CHOOSING/*)

one fireplace row at a time by pressing the first

pushbutton indicator at the left end of the FIRE

* --NUMBER OF WORDS IN SENTENCE
CONTROL panel row.(*041*) To avoid excessive current

NOT ON COMMON WORD LIST
flow, the test will be (inhibited) if more than

SUtGESTED WORD SUBSTITUTION

PASSIVE VERB TENSE USED

SUGGESTED WORD SUBSTITUTE

PASSIVE VERB TENSE USED

one fireplace is (selected).(*CERTAIN*) On the

4------"-----SUGGESTED WORD SUBSTITUTION
. Maintenance panel, a SAFETY INTERLOCK indicator

will light if (thez is) (*!1AVOID!!*) an open
AWKWARD PHRASE

interlock in the fireplace associated with the

interlock.(*023*)

GRAQE LEVEL: 13.2
(Based on DOD Readability Standard)

WORDS NOT ON COMMON WORD LIST
CONSOLE . ROTARY

I
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If any pilot (fails to )(*DOES NOT/D9ESN'T*) ignite or is SUGGESTED SUBSTITUTE

extinguished after ignition, (it wi.1 be)(*AVOID/*) indicated MdKMAI.RD PHRASE

on the maintenance panel. Once all the pilots have been

(established) (*SET UP/PROVED*)(via)(*BY WAY OF/*) individual

i'lame relays, one per burner, and a pilot has been [inadvertantly]4 ORD NOT ON THE Compri WORD LIST

extinguished or a self-check UV flame [sens r fails, thellame

relay for the associated burner will (initiate)(*START/*) safety

shut down for that burner, causing the associated pilot indicator

to go out and the HDWR MALF indicator to 1ight.(*48*) At this

time (it will be)(*AVOID/*) up to the instruCtor to (determine)

(*DECIDE/FIGURE;) whether he wishes to (continue) (*KEEP ON/*) the

training exercise or shut down the system and investigate the

malfunction.(*029*) To (determine)(*DEC DE/FIGURE*) whether the

-----NUMBER OF WORDS IN SENTENCE

-.AWKWARD PHRASE

SUGGEED SUBSTITUTE

flame failure w s caused by (*PASSIVE VOICE*) an extremely heavy PASSIVE VOICE VERB USAGE

application of PKP-or failure of the UV Herne .[sensor,) the

instructor will [reinicTaTe] the pilot start-up sequence.(*030*)

If a hardware malfunction does not exist, the pilot will be

[reignited) and the training.may be (continued.)(*KEPT ON/*)

GRADE LEVEL: 16.+

(According to DOD standard)

WORDS NOT ON COMMON WORD LIST

reignited reinitiate sensor

WORD NOT ON COMMON WORD LIST

17'S
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The Maintenance Control panel consists of:

a rotary selector control

SAFETY INTERLOCK indicator for each of the four
fireplaces

PILOT INDICATOR for each pilot in each fireplace

power supply indicator for +5V and +28V power
supplies

blown fuse indicators for the (console) and
each compartment

elapsed time indicator

PROPANE INDICATOR

INDICATOR TEST goggle switch.

For the lamp test, set the selector control to

either the FIRE CONTROL, BLDG CONTROL, DATA ENTRY

(AND DISPLAY) or MAINT. Set the'INDICATOR TEST

toggle to either the right or left position. All

ind'cators on the chosen panel will light except

the FIRE CONTROL PANEL. The FIRE CONTROL PANEL

must be tested by one fireplace at a tjme. Test

the FIRE CONTROL PANEL by choosing one fireplace

rOw at a time. Press the first pushbutton

jndicator at the left end of the rOwe To avoid

excessive current flow, the test will be

(inhibited) if more than one fireplace is chosen.

An open interlock in the fireplace will cause

the SAFETY INTERLOCK indicator on the maintenance

panel to light.

WORD NOT ON COMMON WORD LIST

WORD NOT ON COMMON WORD LIST

GRADE LEVEL: 10.1
(Based on DOD Readability Standard)

WORDS NOT ON COMMON WORD LIST

console inhibited
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The maintenance Panel indicator shows if any

pilot doesn't ignite or is entinguished after

ignition. An individual flame relay lights

a pilot at each burner. If a pilot is accidently

extinguished or a self-check UV flame (sensor

fails, then the burner will shut down. The flame

relay of the associated burner starts the safety

shutdown. The pilot indicator for that burner

goes out and the HDWR RALF indicator lights. At

this time, the instructor must decide whether to

continue the training exercise or shut down the

system and investigate the malfunction. The

malfunction may be caused by either an extremely

heavy .2plication of PKP or by a failure of the

UV flame (sensor.) The instructor will (reinitiate)

the start-up sequence to deCide the cause. If

a hardware malfunction does not exist, the pilot

will (reicit-Ti-e), inT-tiW7tT.;ining will continue.

WORDS NOT ON 'CI:gtiloION

WORD LIST

GRADE LEVEL = 7,8
(Based.QDD Readability Standard)

WOODS NOT ON COMMON WORD LIST

reignite

reinitiate

sensor
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